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Appendix 01 Narrative text written by student CO  

CINDERELA  

 Long Time ago, there lived a happy family with their daughter name Ella. Ella was 

a beautiful young girl cheerful and kind, her father and her mother loved her.  

Unfortunately, Ella‟s mother was sick and passed away and passed away. she and 

her dad were so sad. After mourn time, her father wanted to married again.  Her 

father married with a widow who has two daughters. One day her father went to 

another place for his business after her father left, her step mother being cruel to 

Ella. Her step mother and stepsisters treat Ella like a housemaid. Ella doing all the 

work at the house. When Ella went to the market, she heard that the kingdom held 

a ball. Ella was exited, she doesn‟t forget to tell her stepmother and sisters about 

that. Time for ball Ella prepared herself but her stepmother did not allow her to join 

the party, she can‟t do anything.   

 Just her stepmother and sisters went there. Suddenly, a fairy mother came and Ella 

was shocked the fairy mother wanted to help her to the party. She changed Ella. 

Her stepmother and sister didn‟t recognize her. in the party, she met with the prince, 

he felt in love. Ella remembered that at 12 she has to leave. she left the prince. The 

prince pursued her but he just can get the shoes.   

  

  

.  
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Narrative text by student AT:  

CINDERELA  

 Once upon a time, in the village, there lived a beautiful girl, her name is Cinderella. 

She lived with her father and her stepmother. Cinderella has pretty face and good 

character and so many people liked her but her stepmother and her stepsister don‟t 

like her. they were jealous to her. everyday, they always tortured her and every 

homework always did alone and her stepsister didn‟t help her. Cindrella‟s father 

didn‟t know her what his wife did to her because they always care her in front of 

him but when cinderella‟s father went out, they tortured her carelessly. One day, 

there was a big party near by the village. All the people got invited . to present the 

party and for the woman had to wear dress and mask.  

Cinderella‟s family was invited to. They prepared themselves but when 

Cinderella‟s prepared herself, her stepmother and stepsister prohibit her. They put 

her in the storeroom. After that they left their house. Cinderella was sad. She cried 

herself.  

 When she was lamenting herself, suddenly, a fairy came to her and gave her 

motivation. She helped her to the party. She gave her magic from a sticky and 

Cinderella was changed became a pretty girl because she wear a nice dress and glass 

heels. Before she went the fairy told her to come back before 12. Cinderella left to 

the party, when she arrived at the party all the people was surprised to her.  she is 

so beautiful there. When the prince saw her, he felt in love with her.  The prince 

invited her to dance.  
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Narrative text written by student JR  

MALIN KUNDANG  

Many years ago, there was the a small family lived near by the beach. They 

are sailor. They have a baby named Malin Kundang. His father went abroad because 

his salary is low. Malin lives with his mom. Year after year, Malin grow up and he 

was  a young man. he was sad  when he saw his mom looking for money. He decided 

to help his mother, he went abroad. his mom was so sad but she was proud of him. 

Malin kundang asked for her blessed. One day, Malin Kundang arrived with his 

wife. His mother run to get Malin Kundang. His mom felt so sad  because her son 

changed. She was so angry, she curse him into a stone.  

 Now days, the stone is know as batu Malin Kundang    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative Text written by HS  
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MALIN KUNDANG  

  

Once upon a time, in a village live a boy and his mom. His father has died. He 

came from poor family. His parents are farmer. His name is Malin Kundang. He is 

a naughty boy. When he is adult he told to his mom to go to the city. His mom 

allowed him but his mom was very sad. A few days later, he went by a ship and his 

mom took him to the harbour. In the city, he met with a beautiful girl. He felt in 

love with her. One day, they went to his village by the ship and his mom knew it, 

his mom greeted him but he rejected her. His mother just cried and she saw her son, 

she prayed and cursed him. Suddenly the sky was dark and the moment Malin 

Kundang and the ship become a stones.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative Text written by MS  
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MALIN KUNDANG  

Once time ago, in small village lived a boys and his mom. One day, they went to 

the forest to get the wood to sell to the market.  They live just from the wood. Every 

day they worked hard. They are happy even they are poor family. One time, the boy 

became a strong man. He went to worked in the city. His mom advised him to be 

back if he was successful. In the city he worked with a angler. He worked hard and 

it make a angler to give him a ship. Malin Kundang felt in love with a beautiful girl. 

One day, Malin and his wife went to sail in his village. His friend saw him and he 

told to his mom. His mom went to the beach to meet them but Malin Kundang felt 

embrace. His mom called him he didn‟t respond her. His mom damn to him. 

Suddenly the thunder came and changed the ship into the  

stone.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative text written by student NJ 
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MALIN KUNDANG  

  

Once upon time, in Sumatra lived a poor woman and son. Malin Kundang is 

handsome boy. He always helped his mom to looked for money. Malin Kundang 

grew up like another boy in his village. His father has passed away. Since his father 

passed away Malin Kundang worked as the fisherman. One day Malin Kundang 

wanted to became a successful person then he went away from his house although 

his mom disagreed with his decision. His mom prayed for him and advise him. If 

you want to go, I can‟t stop it I could only pray for you but promise me you will 

come back. He answered I promise to come back home. when I am successes. After 

several years, Malin become a successful person. He has married with a beautiful 

woman that has a big ship and she is a rich person. One day, she and Malin sailed 

to his family when the ship arrive. When his mom saw him, spontantly, she called 

him by saying „Maling you are come back son I really miss you.‟ She came to him 

but Malin ignored her and saying “you are not my mother” go away!. His mom was 

hearted by his words. She cried and prayed by saying „. if he is not my son‟ save 

his journey. Suddenly, the wind blew so hard and the thunderstorm came. His whole 

body turned into stone and he was punished.   

  

  

  

Narrative text written by student KH 
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MALIN KUNDANG   

Once upon a time, in the village lives a widow and the son. The son is Malin 

Kundang. Her husband passed away. After her husband passed away, the widow 

and her son worked as fisherman. Malin Kundang is diligent and kind boy and his 

mom loves him. And the time her boy be adult he decided to go to the big city. 

Malin Kundang wanted to has a good job and he wanted to make his mother happy 

to has a good job and he wanted to make his mother happy. Malin Kundang asked 

permission, pray and good ordering.  His mother didn‟t allow him to go to the city 

but he construct to go. One day he went to city after arrived in city, he went to 

looking for job. He works hard and he became rich man. He has wife. One day, he 

and his wife sail to Sumatra in his village. He is arrogant because he is shy to his 

wife. His mom was very sad curse him he became a stone.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative text written by student HH 
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MALIN KUNDANG  

Once upon time, there lived a poor widow with her son  named Malin 

Kundang. The widow is a fisherman but she think that Malin Kundang looked so 

sad to his mom. So, he wanted  to help his mom and got much money. He told his 

mom to go out of his village. After he went his mom was lonely but Malin Kundang 

was happy with his wife. He was a rich man he met with a beautiful woman he got 

married with the lady.  Malin Kundang lived happily and he forgot his mom. Every 

day his mom pray for him but Malin never think about her. One day, Malin Kundang 

had to tour to his village. His mother was very happy and prepare herself  to fetch 

her son. When Malin arrived to the harbour he was upset because his mom looked 

so dirty. His mom run to him to accept her son but her son rejected her. He was 

embraced to his wife, if she knew about his mom. His mom called him again and 

again but he didn‟t care. Finally, his mom was very hurt and she curse him into a 

stones.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative text written by student HF 
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MALIN KUNDANG  

Once upon a time, there a poor woman & her son exactly in west Sumatra her son 

named Malin Kundang. They are fisherman. As the time goes on their need remain 

unfulfilled. Malin Kundang looked sad and he feels sorry for her mom. He decided 

to go wondering off.  His mother couldn‟t deny him because it was the one that 

made her burdens go away with her and his mother allow him to go wondering.  

After that Malin went. A few years latter Malin Kundang went back to his village. 

He went with his wife because he married with a the nobleman.  His mother feels 

happy because she meet with her son and she picks up her son at the harbour. How 

sad she was when she called her child her son does not even acknowledge her as 

mom . because Malin Kundang embraced with his mother. He ashamed to be know 

by his wife. His mother cried while said „You are ungrateful son‟, I curse into stone. 

Instantly, Malin Kundang & his wife become stones.   

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative text written by student IJ 
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MALIN KUNDANG  

Long time ago there lived a young boy named Maling Kundang. He lived with his 

mother in the village. Malin Kundang was dillingent. He always worked hard to 

assist his mother.  Everyday he caught fish in the sea and he brought it to his mother. 

One day he went to the city. He went to the city because he wanted to work in the 

city and made his mom happy.  Malin Kundang was success and became a rich 

man. Malin Kundang started to forget his mom. After that, Malin Kundang was 

married with a rich woman. He was really happy with his wife. His wife wanted to 

meat his mom but he said his parents was died. They went to his village to saw the 

grave of his parents. They met with his mother.  He said his parents was death.  She 

was angry and she curse him into statue.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Narrative text written by the student PF  
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MALIN KUNDANG  

Long time ago, there lived a men and his mother his name is Malin 

Kundang, they were a poor family. One day MAlin KUndang went to forest to look 

for wood when he look for wood.  He thought of going a way. He wanted to look 

for a job in the city. After that, he went home and ask to his mom and his mother 

permit him. The next day he left his mother.  His mother cried and advised him if 

he has job he has to back home. After arriving, he applied a job in the city and he 

has accepted he works well and was trusted by his boss. As time goes, he became 

rich man. One day he met with a beautiful woman and he got married. His wife 

doesn‟t know his family. His wife ask about his family but Malin Kundang didn‟t 

tell it he said his parents has died and his wife believe it. His wife ask  

Malin to go to his village.  They went to Malin‟s village when they arrived there he 

met with his mom but he didn‟t recognize her.  His mom cried and she curse him 

into stone.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

The narrative text written by student VJ  
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MALIN KUNDANG   

Long time ago in Sumatra there was a boy and the his mom. They were poor 

family.  His name is Malin Kundang. They lived alone. Malin Kundang is know as 

smart boy. Every day he helped his mom, Malin Kundang was reputed and because 

his mom was always sick and she always worked hard. Even though his mom was 

sick she still worked hard. One day, Malin Kundang wanted to sail to the city but 

before he sailed he approached to his mom. His mom blessed Malin when Malin 

was bless her mom felt objection. His mother think that if her son will go on he 

never back again. Malin was straight force his mom finally his mother gave him 

time. Malin looks happy and he prepared quickly.  In several years Malin never 

back to his village and he never communicate with his mom.  

Malin married with a girl from rich king. Malin‟s mom missed him and she always 

prayed for him. Malin‟s mom looked so sad and she always cried for him. One 

month later MAlin and his wife sailed to his island.  At that time he and his wife 

met with Malin‟s mother. Malin‟s mom hug his son but he pushed her and he said 

you are not my mom. He said that because he was scared with his wife if she knew 

that he was from poor family. Malin‟s mom looked sad.  She felt strike because of 

that.  Malin‟s mother pray to God for Malin. her prayed was answered, and finally 

the situation was changed and he became stone.   

  

  

The narrative text written by student VMO  
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TANGKUBAN PERAHU  

Once upon a time lived woman with her son and her name is dayang  

Sumbi his son is Sangkuriang. Sangkuriang has a dogs its name is Tumang. Tumang 

actually is his father but Sangkuriang do not know it because his father cursed by 

God. One day Sangkuriang go to forest, he went with his dog until arrived in Forest 

Tumang shot deer and he asked Tumang to take a deer but Tumang do not want. 

Sangkuriang was angry and he killed Tumang. When he go to home he talk to his 

mom when his mom hear it she was angry and She asked Sangkuriang to go out. 

One day, Sangkuriang go to his village and he met with his mom. His mom is so 

beautiful and he felt in love with her and the woman also felt in love with him. One 

day, Sangkuriang purposed Dayang Sumbi and she agreed. When Sangkuriang 

went to forest to hunting again, he asked the woman to put his head band and his 

mom was shocked because she knew the head band. After that she asked 

Samgkuriang about that and he tell the story. She is so disappointed because he is 

her son and then she did not accept his proposal. Meanwhile sangkuriang does not 

want and he force Sumbi to with him. Sumbi gave him requirements he has to make 

a boat before morning. and Sangkuriang agreed it and he started to make it. After 

the boat almost finish Sumbi made it fail by getting up the rooster and the morning 

come. Because of that Sangkuriang was  angry and he kicked the boat . and 

suddenly the boat change and it become tangkuban perahu  mountain.   

The narrative text written by student MS  
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TOBA LAKE  

One upon a time, there lived a handsome man his name is Batara Guru he like 

fishing. One day, he went to river to caught the fish in the river he got a fish and it 

can talk he was shocked. He brought to home and he didn‟t kill the fish.  After that 

the fish changed as beautiful girl Batara was very happy and shocked. The fish 

wanted to marry him and Batara wanted to do it to  and he promise to not talk it to 

people.  After that they married and they live happily. One day they got a daughter 

and he loved her. One day, the daughter made him angry and he was so angry and 

he cannot control emotion. He shouted angrily and say the word fish. The daughter 

crying and she told to her mom and his wife is very angry because he broke the 

promise.  Suddenly, the earth began shaking and volcano erupt.  

Finally the earth becomes big hole people believed that  it is toba lake.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

The narrative text written by student VHJ  
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TOBA LAKE  

Long time ago, there is a man he is from North Sumatra. He lives alone he is single. 

One day, he went to rice field and he want to get the fish until he arrived he got a 

fish.  He was surprised and after that he go home at home he put the fish into a 

bucket he was shocked because the fish told to him. A few days letter, the fish 

changed it become beautiful girl. When the man went home he was surprised 

because there is a woman at his home and he doesn‟t see the fish. Then, the woman 

talk to him I am that fish and she want to married with him and the man want it but 

the woman asked him to keep the secret. After they married they got a child they 

love that child. One day the child was naughty and that man was angry  . he said 

the child is a fish. The child cried and the child run to her mom and told it. Her 

mom was angry and the woman prayed and suddenly the rain came and the house 

become a big hole. The people recognize it and it is Toba lake.  

  

  

APENDIX 02: Clauses modifications of students’ narrative texts  

  

A. Clauses modification of CO’s narrative text Cinderella  

1a.  Long Time ago, there lived a happy family with their daughter name Ella  

1b.   named (which is named) Ella.  

2a.  Ella was a beautiful young girl cheerful and kind  

2b.  Her father and her mother loved her  

3a.  unfortunately, Ella‟s mother was sick   

3b.  and passed away  

4. she and her dad were so sad  

5. After mourn time, her father wanted to married again   
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6a.  her father married with a widow  

6b.  who has two daughters  

7a.  one day her father went to another place for his business  

7b.  after her father left  

7c.  Her step mother being cruel to Ella  

8. Her step mother and stepsisters treat Ella like a housemaid  

9. Ella doing all the work at the house  

10a.  when Ella went to the market  

10b.  she heard  

10c.  that the kingdom held a ball  

11a.  Ella was exited  

11b.  she doesn‟t forget  

11c.  to tell her stepmother and sisters about 

that  

12a.  time for ball Ella prepared herself  

12b.  but her stepmother did not allow her  

12c.  to join the party  

12d.  she can‟t do anything  

13.   just her stepmother and sisters went 

there  

14a.  Suddenly, a fairy mother came  

14b.  and Ella was shocked  

14c.  the fairy mother wanted     

14d.  to help her to the party  

15.  She changed Ella  

16.  her stepmother and sister didn‟t recognize 

her  

17a.  in the party, she met with the prince  

17b.  He felt in love  

18a.  Ella remembered  

18b.  that at 12 she has to leave  

19.  she left the prince  

20a.  the prince pursued her  
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20b.  but he just can get the shoes  

  

B. Clauses modification of narrative text written by at  Cinderella  

1a.   once upon a time, in the village, there lived a beautiful girl  

1b.   her name is Cinderella  

2.   she lived with her father and her stepmother  

3a.   Cinderella has pretty face and good character   

3b.   so many people liked her  

3c.   but her stepmother and her stepsister don‟t like her  

4.   they were jealous to her  

5a.   everyday, they always tortured her  

5b.   and every homework always did alone  

5c.   and her stepsister didn‟t help her  

6a.   Cindrella‟s father didn‟t know her  

6b.   what his wife did to her  

6c.   because they always care her in front of him.   

6d.   but when cinderella‟s father went out  

6e.   They tortured her carelessly   

 7.   one day, there was a big party near by the village  

 8a.   all the people got invited  

 8b.   to present the party  

 8c.   and for the woman had to wear dress and mask  

 9.   Cinderella‟s family was invited to  

10a.  They prepared themselves  

10b.  but when Cinderella‟s prepared herself 10c.  

her stepmother and stepsister prohibit her  

11. They put her in the storeroom.  

12. after that they left their house  

13. Cinderella was sad  

14. She cried herself  

15a.  when she was lamenting herself  
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15b.  suddenly, a fairy came to her  

15c.  and gave her motivation   

 16.   She helped her to the party  

17a.  She gave her magic from a sticky  

17b.  and Cinderella was changed  

17c.  became a pretty girl  

 17d.  because she wear a nice dress and glass heels    

 18a.  before she went    

18b.  The fairy told her   

18c.  to come back before 12  

19a.  Cinderella left to the party  

19b.  when she arrived at the party  

19c.  all the people was surprised to her   

 20.   She is so beautiful there    

 21a.  when the prince saw her    

21b.  He felt in love with her  

 22.   The prince invited her to dance  

  

  

C. Clauses modification of narrative text written by JR  Malin Kundang  

1a.   many years ago, there was a small family  

1b.   lived near by the beach  

2.   They are sailor  

3a.   They have a baby  

3b.   named Malin Kundang  

4a.   His father went abroad  

4b.   because his salary is low  

5.   Malin lives with his mom  

6a.   year after year, Malin grew up  

6b.   and he was  a young man  

7a.   he was sad  
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7b.   when he saw his mom  

7c.   looking for money  

8a.   he decided to help his mother  

8b.   he went abroad  

9a.   his mom was so sad  

9b.   but she was proud of him  

10.   Malin kundang asked for her blessed  

11.   one day, Malin Kundang arrived with his wife  

12.   his mother run to get Malin Kundang  

13a.  His mom felt so sad  

13b.  because her son changed  

14a.  she was so angry  

14b.  she curse him into a stone  

 15.   now days, the stone is known as batu Malin Kundang  

  

  

  

  

D. Clauses modification narrative text written by student JR  Malin Kundang  

1. Once upon a time, in a village live a boy and his mom  

2. His father has died  

3. He came from poor family  

4. His parents are farmer  

5. His name is Malin Kundang  

6. He is a naughty boy  

7a.  when he is adult  

7b.  he told to his mom  

7c.  to go to the city  

8a.  his mom allowed him  

8b.  but his mom was very sad  

9a.  a few days later, he went by a ship  
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9b.  and his mom took him to the harbour  

10. In the city, he met with a beautiful girl    

11. He felt in love with her  

12a.  one day, they went to his village by the ship.  

12b.  and his mom knew it  

12c.  his mom greeted him  

12d.  but he rejected her  

13a.  his mother just cried  

13b.  and she saw her son  

13c.  she prayed and cursed him  

14a.  suddenly the sky was dark  

14b.  and the moment Malin Kundang and the ship become a stone  

  

  

  

  

  

E. Clauses modification narrative text written by HS  Malin Kundang  

1. Once time ago, in small village lived a boy and his mom  

2a. One day, they went to the forest  

2b. to get the wood  

2c. to sell to the market  

3. They live just from the wood  

4. Every day they worked hard  

5a. They are happy  

5b. even they are poor family  

6. One time, the boy became a strong man 7. 

He went to work in the city  

8a. His mom advised him to be back  

8b. if he was successful  

9. In the city he worked with an angler  
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10a. He worked hard  

10b. and it made the angler 10c. 

to give him a ship.  

11. Malin Kundang felt in love with a beautiful girl  

12a. One day MAlin and his wife went  

12b. to sail in his village  

13a. His friend saw him  

13b. and he told to his mom  

14a. his mom went to the beach  

14b. to meet them  

14c. but Malin Kundang felt embrace  

15a. His mom called him  

15b. He didn‟t respond her  

16. his mom damn to him  

17a. Suddenly the thunder came  

17b. and changed the ship into the stone  

F. Clauses modification narrative text written by student NJ  Malin Kundang  

1. Once upon time, in Sumatra lived a poor woman and son  

2. Malin Kundang is handsome boy  

3a. He always helped his mom  

3b. to look for money  

4.Malin Kundang grew up like another boy in his village  

5. His father has passed away  

6a. since his father passed away  

6b. Malin Kundang worked as fisherman  

7a.one day Malin Kundang wanted   

7b. to become a successful person  

7c. then he went away from his house  

7d. although his mom disagreed with his decision  

8a. his mom prayed for him  

8b. and advise him  
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9a. if you want to go   

9b. I can‟t stop it  

9c. I could only pray for you  

9d. but promise me  

9e. you will come back  

10a. He answered   

10b. I promise to come back home  

10c. when I am successes   

11. After several years, Malin become a successful person  

12a. He has married with a beautiful woman  

12b. that has a big ship  

12c. and she is a rich person  

13a. One day, she and Malin sailed to his family  

13b. when the ship arrive  

14a. when his mom saw him  

14b. Spontantly, she called him  

 14c. by saying‟    

14d. Maling you are come back son.  

14e. I really miss you  

15a. She came to him  

15b. but Malin ignored her  

15c. and saying‟‟  

15d. “you are not my mother” 15e. 

go away!  

16. His mom was hearted by his words  

17a. She cried and prayed  

17c. if he is not my son  

17d. save his journey  

18a. Suddenly, the wind blew so hard 18b. 

and thunderstorm came  
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19a. his whole body turned into stone  

19b. and he was punished  

    

  

G. Clauses modifications of narrative text written by student KH  Malin 

Kundang  

1.Once upon a time, in the village lives a widow and a son  

2.The son is Malin Kundang  

3.Her husband passed away  

4a. after her husband passed away  

4b. the widow and her son worked as fisherman  

5a. Malin Kundang is diligent and kind boy  

5b. and his mom loves him  

6a. and the time her boy be adult  

6b. He decided  

6c. to go to the big city  

7a. Malin Kundang wanted  7b. 

to has a good job.  

7c. and he wanted  

7d. to make his mother happy  

7. Malin Kundang asked permission, pray and good ordering  

9a. His mother didn‟t allow him  

9b. to go to the city  

9c. but he construct to go  

10a. one day he went to city  

10b. after arrived in city  

10c. he went to   

10d. looking for job  

11a. he works hard  

11b. and he became rich man  

12. he has wife  

13. one day, he and his wife sail to Sumatra in his village  

14a. He is arrogant  

14b. because he is shy to his wife  

15a. his mom was very sad  

15b. curse him  
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15c. he became a stone  

  

  

H. Clauses modification of narrative text written by student HH  Malin 

Kundang  

1a. Once upon time, there lived a poor widow with her son  

1b. named Malin Kundang  

2a. The widow is a fisherman  

2b. But she think that,  

2c. Malin Kundang looked   

3a. so sad to his mom  

3b. so, he wanted   

3c. to help his mom  

3d. and got much money  

4a. He told his mom  

4b. to go out of his village  

5a. after he went  

5b. his mom was lonely  

5c. but Malin Kundang was happy with his wife  

6a. He was a rich man  

6b. he met with a beautiful woman  

6c. he got married with the lady  

7a. Malin Kundang lived happily  

7b. and He forgot his mom  

8a. Every day his mom pray for him  

8b. but Malin never think about her  

9.One day, Malin Kundang had to tour to his village  

10a. His mother was very happy  

10b. and prepare herself  

10c. to fetch her son  

11a. when Malin arrived to the harbour  

11b. He was upset  
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11c. because his mom looked so dirty  

12a. his mom run to him  

12b. to accept her son  

12c. but her son rejected her  

13a. He was embraced to his wife  

13b. if she knew about his mom  

14a. His mom called him again and again  

14b. but he didn‟t care  

15a. Finally, his mom was very hurt 15b. 

and she curse him into a stone  

  

I. Clauses modification of narrative text written by student HF Malin 

Kundang  

1a. once upon a time, there a poor woman & her son exactly in west Sumatra  

1b. her son named Malin Kundang  

2.They are fisherman  

3a. as the time goes on  

3b. their need remain unfulfilled  

4a. Malin Kundang looked sad  

4b. and He feels sorry for her mom  

5a. he decided  

5b. to go wondering off  

6a. his mother couldn‟t deny him  

6b. because it was the one   

6c. that made her burdens   

6d. go away with her  

6e. and his mother allow him  

6f. to go wondering  

7.after that Malin went  

8a.  A few years latter Malin Kundang went back to his village  

8b. He went with his wife  
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8c. because he married with a nobleman  

9a. His mother feels happy  

9b. because she meet with her son  

9c. and She picks up her son at the harbour  

10a. how sad she was  

10b. when she called her child.  

10c. her son does not even acknowledge her as mom  

10d. because Malin Kundang embraced with his mother  

11a. He ashamed   

11b. to be known by his wife  

12a. His mother cried  

12b. while said   

12c. You are ungrateful son  

12d. I curse into stone  

13. Instantly, Malin Kundang & his wife become stones  
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J. Clauses modification of narrative text written by student IJ Malin 

Kundang  

1a. long time ago there lived a young boy  

1b. named Maling Kundang  

2.He lived with his mother in the village  

3.Malin Kundang was dillingent  

4a. He always worked hard  

4b. to assist his mother  

5a. Everyday he caught fish in the sea  

5b. and he brought it to his mother  

6.One day he went to the city  

7a. He went to the city  

7b. because he wanted to  

7c. to work in the city  

7d. and made his mom happy  

8a. Malin Kundang was success  

8b. and became a rich man  

9a. Malin Kundang started  

9b. to forget his mom  

10.After that, Malin Kundang was married with a rich woman  

11.He was really happy with his wife  

12a. His wife wanted  

12b. to meat his mom  

12c. but he said  

12d. his parents was died  

13a. They went to his village  

13b. to saw the grave of his parents  

14. They met with his mother  

15a. he said  

15b. his parents was death  

16a. she was angry  

16b. and she curse him into statue  
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K. Clauses modification of narrative text written by the student PF Malin 

Kundang  

1a. Long time ago, there lived a man and his mother  

1b. his name is Malin Kundang  

1c. they were a poor family  

2a. One day MAlin KUndang went to forest  

2b. to look for wood  

2c. when he look for wood  

2d. he thought of going a way  

3a. He wanted  

3b. to look for a job in the city  

4a. After that he went home  

4b. and ask to his mom  

4c. and his mother permit him  

5.The next day he left his mother  

6a. His mother cried  

6b. and advised him  

6c. if he has job  

6d. he has to back home  

7a. After arriving, he applied a job in the city  

7b.  and he has accepted  

8a. he works well  

 8b. and was trusted by his boss  

9a. as time goes,  

9b. He became rich man  

10a. One day he met with a beautiful woman  

10b. and he got married  

11.His wife doesn‟t know his family  

12a. His wife ask about his family  

12b. but Malin Kundang didn‟t tell it  
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12c. he said  

12d. his parents has died  

12e. and his wife believe it  

13a. his wife ask Malin  

13b. to go to his village  

14a. They went to Malin‟s village  

14b. when they arrived there  

14c. He met with his mom  

14d. but he didn‟t recognize her  

15a. his mom cried  

15b. and she curse him into stone  

  

L. Clauses modification of narrative text written by student VJ Malin 

Kundang  

1. Long time ago in Sumatra there was a boy and his mom.  

2. They were poor family  

3. His name is Malin Kundang  

4.They lived alone  

5.Malin Kundang is known as smart boy  

6a. Every day he helped his mom  

6b. Malin Kundang was reputed  

6c. and because his mom was always sick  

6d. and she always worked hard  

7a. Even though his mom was sick  

7b. she still worked hard  

8a. One day, Malin Kundang wanted  

8b. to sail to the city  

8c. but before he sailed  

8d. he approached to his mom  

9a. His mom blessed Malin  

9b. when Malin was blessed  
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9c. Her mom felt objection  

10a. His mother think that  

10b. if her son will go on  

10c. he never back again  

11a. Malin was straight force his mom  

11b. finally his mother gave him time  

12a. Malin looks happy  

12b. and He prepared quickly  

13a. In several years Malin never back to his village  

13b. and he never communicate with his mom  

14. Malin married with a girl from rich king  

15a. Malin‟s mom missed him  

15b.  and she always prayed for him  

16a. Malin‟s mom looked so sad  

16b. and she always cried for him  

17. One month later MAlin and his wife sailed to his island  

18. At that time he and his wife met with Malin‟s mother.  

19a. Malin‟s mom hug his son  

19b. but he pushed her  

19c. and he said  

20a. He said that  

20b. because he was scared with his wife  

20c. if she knew that  

20d. He was from poor family  

21. Malin‟s mom looked sad  

22 . She felt strike because of that  

23. Malin‟s mother pray to God for Malin  

24a. her prayed was answered  

4b. and finally the situation was changed  

24c. And he became stone  
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M. Clauses modification the narrative text written by student VMO 

Tangkuban perahu   

1a.once upon a time lived woman with her son.  

1b. and her name is dayang Sumbi  

1c. his son iss Sangkuriang 2a. 

sangkuriang has a dog.  

2b. its name is Tumang  

3a. Tumang actually is his father  

3b. but Sangkuriang do not know it  

3c.because his father cursed by God  

4a. One day Sangkuriang go to forest  

4b. he went with his dog  

4c. Until arrived in Forest  

4d. Tumang shot deer 4e. 

and he asked Tumang 4f. 

to take a deer.  

4g. but tumang do not want  

5a. Sangkuriang was angry  

5b. and he killed Tumang  

6a. when he go to home  

6b. he talk to his mom  

6c. when his mom hear it  

6d. she was angry  

6e. and She asked Sangkuriang  

6f. to go out  

7a. One day, Sangkuriang go to his village  

7b. and he met with his mom  

8a. his mom is so beautiful  

8b. and he felt in love with her  
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8c. and the woman also felt in love with him  

9a. one day, Sangkuriang purposed Dayang Sumbi  

9b. and she agreed.  

10a.when Sangkuriang went to forest  

10b. to hunting again  

10c. he asked the woman 10d. 

to put his head band  

10e. and his mom was shocked  

10f. because she knew the head band 11a. after 

that she asked Samgkuriang about that 11b. and 

he tell the story.  

12a. she is so disappointed  

12b.because he is her son  

12c. and then she did not accept his proposal  

13a. meanwhile sangkuriang does not want  

13b. and he force Sumbi to with him  

14a. Sumbi gave him requirements  

14b. he has to make a boat before morning  

15a. and Sangkuriang agreed it  

15b. and he started  

15c. to make it  

16a. after the boat almost finish  

16b. Sumbi made it fail  

16c. by getting up the rooster  

16d. and the morning come  

17a. because of that Sangkuriang was  angry  

17b. and he kicked the boat  

17c. and suddenly the boat change  

17d. and it become tangkuban perahu  mountain  
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N. Clauses modification of  narrative text written by student MS Toba Lake  

1a. one upon a time, there lived a handsome man  

1b. his name is Batara Guru  

1c. he like fishing  

2a. One day, he went to river  

2b. to caught the fish  

3a. in the river he got a fish  

3b. and it can talk  

3c. he was shocked  

4a. he brought to home  

4b. and he didn‟t kill the fish  

5a. after that the fish changed as beautiful girl  

5b. Batara was very happy and shocked  

6a. The fish wanted to marry him  

6b. and Batara wanted to do it too.  

6c. and he promise  

6d. to not talk it to people  

7a. after that they married  

7b. and they live happily  

8a. one day they got a daughter  

8b. and he loved her  

9a. one day, the daughter made him angry  

9b. and he was so angry  

9c. and he cannot control emotion  

10a. he shouted angrily  

10b. and say the word fish  

11a. the daughter crying  

11b. and she told to her mom  

11c. and his wife is very angry  
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11d. because he broke the promise  

12a. suddenly, the earth began shaking  

12b. and volcano erupt  

13a. finally the earth becomes big hole  

13b. people believed that  

13c. it is toba lake  

  

O. Clauses modification of the narrative text written by student VHJ TOBA 

LAKE  

1a. long time ago, there is a man  

1b. he is from North Sumatra  

2a. he lives alone  

2b. he is single  

3a. one day, he went to rice field  

3b. and he want to get the fish  

3b. and he want to get the fish  

3c. until he arrived  

3d. he got a fish  

4a. he was surprised  

4b. and after that he go home  

5a. at home he put the fish into a bucket  

5b. he was shocked  

5c. because the fish told to him  

6a. a few days letter, the fish changed  

6b. it become beautiful girl  

7a. when the man went home  

7b. he was surprised  

7c. because there is a woman at his home  

7d. and he doesn‟t see the fish  

8a. then, the woman talk to him  

8b. I am that fish  
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8c. and she want to married with him  

8d. and the man want it  

8e. but the woman asked him  

8f. to keep the secret  

9a. after they married  

9b. they got a child  

9c. they love that child  

10a. one day the child was naughty  

10b. and that man was angry  

10c. he said  

10d. the child is a fish  

11a. the child cried  

11b. and the child run to her mom  

11c. and told it  

12a. her mom was angry  

12b. and the woman prayed  

12c. and suddenly the rain came  

12d. and the house become a big hole  

13a. the people recognize it 13b. 

and it is Toba lake.  

  

  

Appendix 03: Transitivity Process of students’ narrative texts.  

 Transitivity Process of narrative text written by student CO  

Cinderella  

  

1a.   

Long time ago  there   lived   a happy family with their 

daughter   

Circumstances: time    Proc:existential  Existent  

    

1b  
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name (which is name)  Ella  

Proc:material  goal  

  

2a.   

Ella  was  a beautiful young girl, cheerful and kind   

Carrier  Relational process:  

attributive  

Attribute   

  

2b.   

 

Her father and mother   loved   her   

Senser  Process: mental  Phenomenon:  

simple  

  

3a.   

Unfortunately  Ellas‟s mother  Was   sick   

   Carrier  Proc: relational:  

attributive  
  Attribute  

  

3b.   

   

and     passed away   

    Process: material    

 4.      

She and her dad   were    so sad  

Carrier    Proc:relational: attributive   Attribute   

  

5a.   

After mourn 

time  

her father   wanted   to married (to 

marry)  

again  

Circ: time   senser  Process: 

mental  

Phenomenon:act  Circ: 

manner  

6a.   

Her father  married   with a widow  

Actor   Proc: material  Circumstance: manner   

  

6b.   

Who  has  two daughters  

  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  
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   7a.   

One day  her father  went  to another place  for his business  

Circ: 

time  

Actor  Proc: material  Circum:place  Goal  

7b.   

  

  after   her father    left  

Circ: time  Actor    Proc: material  

  

7c.   

  

Her 

stepmother  

being (is)   cruel   to Ella  

Carrier  Proc: relational:  

attributive  
 Attribute   Circ:place  

 8.     

Her step mother 

and sister  

treat    Ella  like housemaid  

Actor  Proc:material   Goal  Circ:manner  

 9.     

Ella  Doing (does)  all the work   at the house  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal   Circ: location  

  

   10a.   

  When  Ella  went  to market  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:place  

    

  

   10b.   

She   heard  

Senser  Proc:mental  

10c.   

That  the kingdom  held  a ball  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  
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   11a.   

Ella  was  exited  

Carrier   proc: relational 

:attributive  

Attribute  

    

   11b.   

She   doesn‟t  forget   

Senser    Proc:mental  

    

   11c.   

to tell  her stepmother and sister  about that  

proc:verbal  Receiver  Circumstances  

    

   12a.   

Time for ball   Ella  prepared  herself  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  (goal)   

  

   12b.   

But  Her stepmother  did not  allow  her  

  Actor    Proc: material  goal   

  

   12c.   

to join     the party   

Proc: material    Goal   

12d.   

   

She   can‟t  do  anything  

Actor    Proc:material  Goal  

    

   13.   

 Her stepmother and sisters  went   there  

Actor    Pro:material  Circ:location  

  

14a.   
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suddenly    a fairy mother  came  

Circ: time    Actor  Material  

  

14b.   

   

and Ella   was  shocked   

carrier   Relational:attributive  Attribute   

  

14c.   

   

The fairy mother     wanted   

Senser     Proc:mental   

  

14d.   

    

to help     her  to the party  

Proc: material     Goal  Circ: location  

  

15.   

    

She   changed    Ella   like a princess  

Actor   Proc: material   goal   Circ:manner  

  

16.   

    

 Her stepmother and  

sister  
 didn‟t    recognize   her  

Senser      Proc: mental    Phenomenon:simple  

  

17a.   

    

In the party   she   met   (with) the prince   

Circ:  location   Actor   Proc:material   Goal  
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17b.   

    

He     felt   in love   

Senser   Proc: mental   Phenomenon:act  

    

   18a.   

 Ella   remembered    

Senser   Process:Mental   

  

18b.   

   

that at 12  she    has to   leave  

Circ:time  Actor     Proc:material  

  

19.   

   

She  left   the 

prince 
  

Actor  Proc:material   Goal   

    

   20a.   

The prince  pursued   her  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

    

   20b.   

but   He  can   get  the 

shoes   

only  

  Actor    Proc:material  Goal  Circ: 

manner  

  

  

    

Transitivity process of narrative text written by student AT  Cinderella  
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   1a.   

Once 

upon a 

time  

in a village  there   lived  a beautiful girl  

Circ:time  Circ:location    Proc:existential  existent  

    

   1b.   

her name   is   Cinderrella   

  Carrier   Proc:relational: attributive  Attribute   

 2.     

She  lived   with her father and 

stepmother  

Actor  Proc:material   Circ:manner  

  

3a.   

  

Cinderrella  has  pretty face and good character  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

3b.   

  

So many people  liked   her  

Senser  Proc:Mental    Phenomenon:simple  

  

3c.  

  

but  Her stepmother 

and sister  

don‟t   like   her  

  Senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

    

   4.   

They   were  jealous   to her  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  Circ:location  

    

  

5a.  
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everyday  they  always  tortured    her  

Circ:time  Actor  Circum:manner  Proc:material   goal  

    

5b.   

  

And  every  homework  always   did   alone  

    Goal  Circ:manner   Proc:material   Circ:manner  

  

5c.   

  

And  her stepsister  didn‟t    help   her  

  Actor     Proc:material   Goal  

6a.   

  

Cinderella‟s father  didn‟t    know   

Senser      Proc:mental    

    

   6b.   

what  his wife  did  to her  

  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:place  

    

   6c.   

because  they  always  care  her  in front of him  

  Actor  Circ:manner  material  goal  Circ:location  

    

   6d.   

but  when  Cinderella‟s father  went out  

  Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  

    

   6e.   

They  tortured   her   carelessly  

Actor  Material   Goal   Circ:manner  
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7.   

     

One day  there   Was   a big party   near by the 

village  

Circ:time    Proc:existensial  Existent   Circ:location  

8a.  

all the people  got    invited  

goal  Proc:causative    Proc:material  

  

8b.    

  

to present    the party  

Proc:material    goal  

  

8c.   

  

And  for the woman  had to   wear  dress and 

mask  

  Actor       Proc:material  Goal  

 9.       

Cinderella‟s family   was    invited too  

Agent       Proc:material  

  

10a.   

    

They    prepared    themselves  

Actor    Proc:material    goal  

  

10b.   

    

but   when   Cinderella‟s     prepared  herself  

  Circ:time   Actor    Proc:material  goal  
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   10c.   

Her step mother & stepsister  prohibit  her  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

    

   11.   

they   put  her  in the storeroom  

Actor   Proc:material  Recipient  Circ: location  

  

   12.   

After that  They  left  their house  

  Actor   Proc:material  Circ:place  

  

13.  

Cinderella   was  sad   

carrier   Proc:relational:atttributive  Attribute   

  

14.   

   

 She    cried  herself   

Behaver    proc:behavioral  Circ:location   

  

15a.   

   

  

when   she   was   lamenting  herself  

Circ:time   Behaver      Proc:behavioural  Phenomenon:simple  

15b.   

   

suddenly  a fairy   came   to her  

Circ:manner  Actor   Proc:material  Goal  

  

15c.   

   

and gave    her   motivation  

Proc:material    Recipient   Goal  
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16.   

   

She   helped  her  to the party  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  Circ:location  

  

17a.   

 

She   gave  her   magic  from a sticky  

Actor   Proc:material  Recipient  Goal  Circ: location  

    

   17b.   

and   Cinderella  was  changed  

  Goal    Proc:material  

    

   17c  

became  a pretty girl  

Proc:material  Goal  

    

17d.   

because  she  wear  nice dress and glass heels  

  actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

18a.   

before  She  went  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  

    

   18b.   

The fairy  told  her  

She  Proc:verbal  receiver  

    

   18c.   

to come back  before 12  

Proc:material  Circ.time  

    

   19a.   

Cinderella  Left  to the party  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:place  
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   19b.   

when  She  arrived  at the party  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

    

   19c.   

All the people  was  surprised   to her  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive   attribute   Circ:location  

    

   20.    

She  is  so 

beautiful   

there  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  Circ:location  

    

   21a.   

when  the prince  saw  her  

Circ:time  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

21b.   

He   felt  in love with her  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

22a.   

The prince  invited  her  

Actor  Proc:material  goal  

  

22b  

to dance  

Proc:material  
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Transitivity process of narrative text written by student JR  

Malin Kundang  

   1a.   

Many years ago  there  was  a small family  

Circ:time    Proc:existensial  Exist  

    

   1b.   

lived  near by the beach  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

    

   2.    

They   are  sailor  

Carrier  Proc:attributive 

relational intensive  

Attribute  

    

   3a.   

They  have  a baby  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

    

   3b.    
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Named ( which is named)  Malin kundang  

Proc:material  Goal  

    

   4a.   

His father  went   abroad  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

    

   4b.   

because  his salary  is  slow  

  carrier  Proc: relational:  

attributive  

Attribute  

    

   5.   

Malin  lives  with his mom  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

6a.       

Year after year  Malin  grew up  

Circ:time  Goal  Proc:material  

    

   6b.   

and  He  was  a young 

man  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

    

   7a.   

He  was  sad  

Carrier  Proc;relatjonal:attributive  Attribute  

    

   7b.     

when   He   saw  his mom  

Circ:time   Senser   Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

7c.     

    

looking for     money   

Proc:material     Goal   
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8a.  

    

He   decided    

Actor   Proc:material    

  

8b.   

    

to help    his mother   

Proc:material    Goal   

  

   8b.   

And  He  went  abroad  

  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

    

   9a.   

His mom  was  so sad  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

  

   9b.    

But  She  was  proud of him  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

    

   10.   

Malin Kundang  asked  for her blessed  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  Circ:location  

                      

                      

   11.     

One day  Malin Kundang  Arrived  with his wife  

Circ:time  Actor   Proc:material  Circ:manner  

    

   12a.    

Actor  run  

Actor  Proc:material  

    

12b.   
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to get  Malin kundang  

Proc:material  goal  

  

   13a.   

His mom  felt  so sad  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

   13b.   

because  her son  changed  

  Actor  Proc:material  

    

   14a.   

She  was  so angry  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

   14b.   

She  curse  him  

actor  Proc:material  receipt  

  

14c.   

Into  a stone  

Proc:material  goal  

  

   15  

now days  the stone  is known  as batu malin 

kundang  

Circ:time  Agent  Proc:mental  Phenomenon fact  
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Transitivity process of narrative text written by HS  

 Malin Kundang  

  

8.   

Once upon a time  in a village  live  a boy and his  

mom  

Circ:time  Circ:location  Proc:material  Goal  

    

9.   

His father  has  died  

Actor    Proc:material  

    

10.   

    

11. 

  

12.   

his name  is  Malin kundang  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

13.   

He   is  a naughty boy  

carrier  Proc:relational:identifying:attributive  attribute  

  

he  came  from poor family  

actor  Proc:material  Circumstances:location  

   

 

His parents   are  farmer  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive 

intensive  

attribute  
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7a.   

  

7b.  

  

  

  

7c  

to go   to the city  

Proc:material  Cir:location  

  

8a.   

His mom  allowed  him  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

8b.   

but  His mom  was  very sad  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

  

9a  

a few days later  he   went  by a ship  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

9b.   

And  his mom  took  him  to the harbour  

  Actor  Pro:material  goal  Proc:location  

  

 10.    

In the city  he  met  a beautiful girl  

Circ:location  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

11.   

He   felt  in love with her  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

when  he   is  adult  

Circ:time  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

   

He   told  to his mom  

Sayer   Proc:verbal  Circ:location  
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12a.   

One day  They  went  to his village  by the ship  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  Circ:manner  

  

 12b.    

and  his mom  knew  it  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

  

 12c.    

His mom  greeted  him  

sayer  Proc: verbal  Receiver  

  

12d.   

but  He  rejected  her  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

13a.   

His mom  just  cried  

Behaver    Proc:behavioural  

  

13b.   

and  She  saw  her son  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

13c.   

She  prayed and cursed   him  

Actor   Proc:material  Goal  

  

14a.   

suddenly  the sky  was  dark  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  attribute  

  

14b.   

and  the moment  Malin kundang and 

ship  

become  a stone  

  Circ:time  Goal  Proc:material  Goal  
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Transitivity process of narrative Text written by MS  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1.   

  

2a 

  

2b.   

to get  the wood  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

2c.   

to sell  to the market  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

3.   

They   live  from the wood  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

Once time ago  in small village   lived  a boy and his mom  

Circ:time  Circ:location   Proc:material  Goal  

.   

   

One day   They  went   to the forest  

Circ:time   actor  Proc:material   Circ:location  
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4.   

everyday  They  worked  hard  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

5a.   

They  Are  happy  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

5b.   

even  They  are  poor family  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

  

6.   

One time  the boy  became  a strong man  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

  

7a.   

He  went  

Actor  Proc:material  

  

7b.   

to work  in the city  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

8a.   

  

8b.  

  

8c.   

  

His mom  advised  him  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  receiver  

  
 

to be back   

Proc:material   
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9.  

  

10 

  

10b.   

and  it  made  the angler  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

10c.   

to give  him  a ship  

Proc:material  Receipt  Goal  

  

  

  

  

11.   

Malin Kundang  felt  in love with a beautiful woman  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

12a.   

One day  Malin and his wife  went  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  

  

12b.   

to sail  in his village  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

13a.   

His friend  saw  him  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

13b.   

And  He   told  to his mom  

  Sayer  Proc:verbal  receiver  

If he  Was   succesfull  

Carrier  Proc:relational,attributive,   attribute  

  
  

In the city   he   worked  with an angler  

Circ:time   Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

a.   
  

He    worked   hard  

Actor    Proc:material   Circ:manner  
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14a.   

  

14 

  

14c.   

But   Malin Kundang  felt  embrace  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

15a.   

His mom  called  him  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  receiver  

  

15b.   

  

16 

  

  

  

17a.   

Suddenly  the thunder  came  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  

  

17b.   

And  changed  the ship  into a stone  

  Proc:material  receipt  Goal  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

His mom   went  to the beach  

Actor   Proc:material  Circ:location  

b.   

  

to meet   them   

Proc:material   goal   

He  didn‟t   respond   her  

Actor     Proc:material   Goal  

.   

   

His mom   damn  to him  

Actor   Proc:material  Circ:location  
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Transitivity process of narrative text written by student NJ  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1.   
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2.  

  

3a.   

  

3b.  

  

   4.  

  

5  

  

6a.  

  

6b.   

Malin kundang  worked  as fisherman  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

7a.   

One day  Malin Kundang  wanted  

Circ:time  Senser  Pro:mental  

  

7b.   

to become   a successful person  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

7c.   

then  he  went  away  from his house  

Once upon 

time  
 in Sumatra  lived  a poor woman and her 

son  

Circ:time   Circ:location  Proc:material  Goal  

  

  

  

    

Malin Kundang   is    handsome boy  

carrier   Proc:relational:attributive   Attribute  

He   helped  his mom  

actor  Proc:material  goal  

  

  

to look   for money   

Proc:material   Goal   

Malin Kundang  grew up  like another boy   in his village  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  Circ:location  

    

His father   has   passed away   

Actor     Proc:material   

  
   

since   his father   passed away   

Circ:time   Actor   Proc:material   
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  actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  Circ:location  

  

7d.   

although  His mom  disagreed  with his decision  

  actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

8a.   

His mom  Prayed  for him  

actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

8b.   

  

9a.  

  

9b.   

  

9c  

  

9d.   

but  promise  me  

  Proc: material  Goal  

  

9e.   

you  will  Come  back  

actor    Proc:material  Circ:Manner  

  

10a.   

  

He   answered  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  

  

  

  

10b.   

I  Promise  

actor  Proc:material  

and  advise  him  

  Proc:material  goal  

  
  

If you  want  to go  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

I   can‟t    stop  it  

Actor      Proc:material  goal  

    

I  Could  only pray  for you  

actor    Proc:material  Goal  
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10c.   

to comeback  home  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

10d.   

when  I  mm  success  

Circ:time  carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

11.   

  

12 

  

12 

  

12c.   

    

  

13 

  

13b.   

when  the ship  arrive  

Proc:time  Actor  Proc:material  

  

14a.   

when  his mom  saw  him  

Circ:time  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

14b.   

After several years  Malin  become  a successful person  

Circ: After several 

years  

Actor  Proc:material  goal  

a.   
     

He     has    married   a successful person  

Sayer      Proc:material   goal  

b.   
     

that   has    a big ship  

Actor   Proc: material   Goal  

and   She  is  a rich person  

   Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

a.   

  

One day   She and Malin  sailed   to his family  

Circ:tim

e 
  Actor  Proc:material   goal  
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  Spontantly  She  called  him  

Circ:manner  Sayer  Proc:verbal  Receiver  

14c.   

By  Saying  

Circ:manner  Proc:verbal  

  

14d.   

  

14 

  

  

15a.   

She   came  to him  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

15b.   

but  Malin  ignored  her  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

15c.   

And  Saying  

  Proc:verbal  

  

15d.   

    

You  are not  my mother  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

  

15e.   

go  away  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

16.   

His mom  was  hearted  by his words  

Goal    Proc: material  Actor  

  

17a.   

Maling  you  Are   come back  son  

Actor  Actor     Proc:material  Goal  

e.    

  

I   really  miss  you  

Senser   Circ:manner  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  
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She  cried and prayed  

Behaver  Proc:behavioural  

  

17b.   

by  saying  

Circ:manner  Proc:verbal  

  

17c.   

  

17d.  

  

18a.   

Suddenly   the wind  blew  so hard  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

18b.   

And  thunderstorm  came  

  Actor  Proc:material  

  

19a  

  

19b.  

  

  

  

  

  

If  He  isn‟t  my son  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive;intensive  attribute  

  
  

save   his journey   

Proc:material   Goal   

His whole body  turned   into stone  

Verbiage  Proc:material   Goal  

  
  

and he  was  punished  

Receipt    Proc:material  
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Transitivity process of  narrative text written by student KH  

MALIN KUNDANG   

1.   

Once upon a 

time  

in the village  lives  a widow and a son  

Circ:time  Circ:location  Proc:material  Goal   

  

2.   

The son  is  Malin 

kundang  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributuve:intensive  attribute  

  

3.   

Her husband  passed away  

Actor  Proc:material  

  

4a.   

After  her husband  passed away  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  
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4b.   

the widow & her son  worked  as fisherman  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

5a.   

Malin Kundang  is  diligent and kind 

boy  

Carrier  Proc:relational: attributive   attribute  

  

5b.   

and  his mom   loves  him  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

6a.   

And  the time  her boy   be  adult  

  Circ:time  carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

6b.   

He  decided  

Actor  Proc:material  

  

6c.   

to go  to the big city  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

7a.   

Malin Kundang  wanted  

Senser  Proc:mental  

  

7b..  
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7c.  

   

7d.   

  

7.  

  

9a.   

His mom  didn‟t  allow  him  

Actor    Proc:material  Goal  

  

9b.   

to go  to the city  

Proc:material  Circ;place  

9c.   

but  He   construct  to go  

  Actor  Proc:material  goal  

  

10a.   

One day  he   went  to city  

Circ: time  Actor   Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

10b.   

after   arrived  in the city  

Circ:location  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

10c.   

He  went  

Actor  Proc:material  

  

10d.   

looking for  job  

Proc:material  goal  

to has (have)   a good job  

Proc:material   goal  

  

  

And  He   wanted  

  Senser   Proc:mental  

to make   his mother  happy    

Proc:material   Receipt  goal    

  

  

Malin  

Kundang  

asked  permission, pray and good ordering  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  Verbiage  
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11a.   

  

11 

  

12.   

He  has  wife  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal   

  

13.   

One day  he and his wife  sail  to Sumatra in his village  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

14a.   

He  is  arrogant  

Actor  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  attribute  

  

14b.   

  

15 

  

15b.   

curse  him  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

15c.   

He  became  a stone  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal   

He     works  hard  

Actor    Proc: material  Circ: manner  

b.   

   

And  He   became   rich man  

  Actor   Proc:material   Goal   

because  He  is   shy  to his wife  

  Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive   attribute  Circ:location  

a.   

    

His mom   was   very sad   

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive   attribute   
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Transitivity process of narrative text written by student HH  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1a.   

Once upon time  there  lived  a poor widow with her son  

Circ:time    Proc:existential   exist  

  

1b.   

Named (which is named)  Malin Kundang  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

2a.   

The widow  is  a fisherman  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

2b.   

but  she   think  that  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  
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2c.   

Malin Kundang  looked  

Senser  Proc:mental  

  

3a.   

so sad  to his mom  

Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

3b.   

so   He  wanted  

  Senser  Proc:mental  

  

3c.   

to help  his mom  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

3d.   

and  got  much money  

  Proc:actor  Goal  

  

4a.  

He   told  his mom  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  Receiver  

  

4b.  

to go out  of his village  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

5a.   

After  he   Went  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  

  

5b.   

his mom  Was  lonely  

Senser  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

  

5c.   

But  Malin Kundang  was   happy with his 

wife  
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  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

6a.   

He   was  a rich man  

Carrier  Proc: relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

6b.   

He  met  with a beautiful woman  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ: manner  

  

   6c.  

He  Got  married  with the lady  

Actor  Proc:material  Range  goal  

  

7a  

Malin  lived  happily  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

7b  

And  He   forgot  his mom  

  Senser  Proc:mental  phenomenon  

  

8a  

everyday   his mom  pray  for him  

Circ: time  Actor  Proc:material  Goal   

  

8b  

but  Malin  never  think  about her  

  Senser  Circ;time  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

9  

One day  Malin Kundang  had to  tour  to his village  

Cir:time  Actor    Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

 10a  

His mother  was  very happy  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  
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 10b  

and  prepare  herself  

  Proc:material  Goal  

  

10c  

to fetch  her son  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

11a  

when  Malin  arrived  to the harbour  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

11b  

He  Was  upset  

Senser  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

  

11c  

because  his mom  looked  so dirty  

  Phenomenon fact  Proc:mental  Phenomonen:fact  

  

  

12a  

his mom  run  to him  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

  

12b  

to accept  her son  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

12c  

but  her son  rejected  her  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

13a  

He   was  embraced  to his wife  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  Circ:manner  

  

13b  

if   She  knew  about his mom  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  
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14a  

his mom  called  him  again and again  

sayer  Proc:verbal  receiver  Proc:manner  

  

14b  

but  he   didn‟t  care  

  Behaver    Proc:behavioural  

  

15a  

Finally  his mom  was  very  hurt  

Proc:time  Senser    Circ:manner  Proc:mental  

  

15b  

and  she  curse  him  into a stone  

  actor  Proc:material  receipt  Goal  

  

  

  

  

Transitivity process of narrative text written by student HF  

MALIN KUNDANG  

  

1a.   

Once upon a 

time  

there  a poor woman & her 

son  

exactly in west 

Sumatra  

Circ:time  Proc:existensial   Exist  Circ:location  

  

1b  

her son named  (her son‟s name is)  Malin Kundang  

Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

2.  

They   are  fisherman  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

3a.   
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3 

  

4a.   

Maling Kundang  looked  sad  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

4b.   

and  He   feels   sorry for her mom  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

5a.   

He  decided  

Actor  Proc:material  

  

5b.   

to go  wondering off  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

6a.   

His mother  couldn‟t  deny  him  

actor    Proc:material  goal  

6b.   

Because  it  was  the one  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

  

6c.   

that  made  her burdens  

actor  Proc:material  goal  

  

6d.   

go  away  with her  

Proc:material  Circ: time  Circ: manner  

  

6e.   

and  his mother  allow  him  

  Actor  Proc:material  goal  

  

6f.   

to go  wondering  

Proc:material  goal  

  

as the time   go on   

Actor  Proc:material   

b.   
  

their need   remain  unfulfilled  

Actor   Proc:material  Circ:manner  
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      7  

After that  Malin  went  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  

   

8a.    

a few years latter  Malin Kundang  went  back to his village  

Cir: time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

8b.   

He  went  with his wife  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

8c.  

because  He  married  with a nobbleman  

  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

9a.   

His mother  feels  happy  

Senser  Proc:mental  phenomenon  

  

9b.   

because  she  meet  with her son  

  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

9c.  

and  she  picks up  her son  at the harbour  

  actor  Proc:material  goal  Circ:location  

10a.   

how  sad  she  was  

Circ:manner  Attribute   Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  

  

10b.   

when  She  called  her child  

Circ:time  Sayer  Proc:verbal  Receiver  

  

10c.   

Her son  does not  acknowledge  her  as mom  

Senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  Circ:manner  

  

10d.   

because  Malin  

Kundang  

embrrassed (is 

ambbrassed)  

with his mother  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  
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11a.   
 

He    (is )  ashamed (is ashamed)  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attriubutive  Attribute   

  

11b.  

To  be known  by his wife  

  Proc: mental  Senser  

  

12a.   

His mother  cried  

Behaver  Proc:behavioral  

  

12b.   

while  Said  

Circ:manner  Proc: verbal  

  

12c.   

you  are  ungrateful son  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive   Attribute  

  

12d.   

I  curse  you  into a stone  

actor  Proc:material  receipt  Goal  

  

13.   

Instantly  Malin & his wife  become  stone  

Circ:manner  Actor  Proc:material  goal  

  

  

  

Transitivity process of narrative text written by student IJ  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1a.   

Long time ago  there   lived  a young boy  

Circ:time    Proc:existential  exist  

  

1b.   

Named (which is named)  Maling kundang  

Proc: material  Goal  
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2.  

He  lived  with his mother  in the village  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  Circ:location  

  

3.  

Malin Kundang  was  dilligent  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

4a.   

He  always  worked  hard  

actor  Circ:time  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

4b.   

to assist  his mother  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

5a.   

Every day  he   caught  fish  in the sea  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  Circ:location  

  

5b.  

and  he  brought  it  to his mother  

  actor  Proc:material  Goal   Circ: location  

  

          6  

One day  he  went  to the city  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

7a.  

He   went  to the city  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

  

  

7b.  

because  He   wanted  

  senser  Proc:mental  

  

7c  
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7d 

  

8a  

Malin  

Kundang  

was  success  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  attribute  

  

8b  

and  became  a rich man  

  Proc:material  Goal  

  

9a  

Malin Kundang  started  

actor  Proc:material  

  

9b  

to forget  his mom  

Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

      

     10  

After that  Malin  

Kundang  

was   married  with a rich  

woman  

Circ:time  Actor    Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

11  

He   was  really happy  with his mom  

senser  proc:relational:Attributive  attribute  Circ:manner  

  

 12a  

His wife  wanted  

Senser  Proc:mental  

  

  

  

  

12b  

to meet  his mom  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

12c  

to work  in the city   

Proc:material  Circ:place   

  
 

and  made  his mom  happy  

  Proc:material  Receipt  Goal  
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but  he   said  

  Sayer  Proc:verbal  

  

12d  

his parents  was  died  

carrier  Pro:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

13a  

They   went  to his village  

actor  Pro:material  Circ:location  

  

13b  

to saw  the grave of his parents  

Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

14  

They   met  with his mother  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

15a  

He   said  

Sayer  Proc:verbal  

15b  

His parents  was  death  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

16a  

She   was  angry  

Senser  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

16b  

and  She   curse  him  into  a statue  

  Actor  Proc:material  goal  Circ: location  
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Transitivity process narrative text written by the student PF  

MALIN KUNDANG  

  

1a  

Long time 

ago  
 there  lived  a man and his mother  

Circ:time    Proc:existensial  Exist  

  

1b  

his name  Is  Malin Kundang  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  attribute  

  

1c  

they   were  a poor family  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

2a  

One day  Malin Kundang  went  to forest  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc;material  Circ:location  

  

2b  

to look  for wood  

Proc:material  Goal  

  

2c  

when  He  look for  Wood  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

2d.   

He   thought  of going a way  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

3a.    

He   wanted  

Senser  Proc:mental  

  

3b  

to look for  a job  in the city  

Proc:material  Goal  Circ:location  

  

4a  

After that  he   went  home  
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Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

  

4b  

And  ask  to his mom  

  Proc:verbal  Circ:location  

  

4c  

And  His mother  permit  him  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

5  

The next day  He  left  his mother  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

6a  

His mother  Cried  

Behaver  Proc:behavioural  

  

6b  

and  advised  him  

  Proc:material  Goal  

  

6c  

If   He   has  Job  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

6d  

He   has to  back  home  

Actor    Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

7a   

After 

arriving  

He   applied  a job  in the city  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Goal  Circ:location  

  

7b   

and  He   has  accepted  

  actor    Proc:material  

  

8a  

He   works  well  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  
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8b  

and  was trusted  by his boss  

  Proc:material  Actor  

  

  

  

9a  

As time  goes  

Actor  Proc:material  

  

9b  

He   became  rich man  

Actor  Proc:material  goal  

10a  

One day  he  met  with a beautiful woman  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

10b  

and  he  got  married  

  actor  Proc:material  Range  

  

11  

His wife  doesn‟t  know  his family  

senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

12a  

His wife  ask  about his family  

sayer  Proc:verbal  Verbiage  

  

12b  

but  Malin Kundang  didn‟t   tell  it  

  Sayer     Proc:verbal  Verbiage  

  

12c  

He   said  

sayer  Proc:verbal  

  

12d  

His parents  has  died  

actor    Proc:material  

  

12e  

and  His wife  believe  it  
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  senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

13a  

His wife  ask  Malin  

sayer  Proc:verbal  Receiver  

  

13b  

to go  to his village  

Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

14a  

They   went to  Malin‟s village  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

14b  

when  they  arrived  there  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:place  

  

14c  

He   met  with his mom  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

14d  

He  didn‟t  recognize   her  

senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

15a  

His mom  Cried  

behaver  Proc:behavioural  

  

15b  

and  She   curse  him  into  stone  

  actor  Proc:material  Receipt  Goal  
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Transitivity process of narrative text written by student VJ  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1.   

Long time 

ago  

in Sumatra  there   was  a boy and 

his mom  

Circ:time  Circ:place  Proc:existensial    Exist  

  

2.   

They   were  poor family  

Carrier  Proc:relational:identifying:  Value  

  

3.   

His name  is  Malin Kundang  

Carrier  Proc:relational: attributive   attributive  

  

  

4.  

They   lived  alone  

Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

5.  

Malin Kundang  is   Known  as smart boy  

Senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

6a  

  

Every day  he   helped  his mom  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  
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6b  

Malin Kundang  was  reputed  

Actor    Proc:material  

  

6c  

and  because  His mom  was  always sick  

    carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

  

6d  

and  She   always  worked  hard  

  Actor   Circ:manner  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

7a  

Even though  His mom  was  sick  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

  

7b  

She   Still  worked   hard  

Actor     Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

8a  

One day  Malin Kundang  wanted  

Circ:time  Senser  Proc:mental  

  

8b  

to sail  to the city  

Proc:material  Circ:place  

  

8c  

  

8 

  

9a  

His mom  blessed  Malin  

Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

9b  

When  Malin  was  blessed  

but   before   he  sailed  

  Circ:time   actor  Proc:material  

d  
  

He   approached   to his mom  

Actor   Proc:material   Circ:location  
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Circ:time  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

9c  

Her mom  felt  objection  

Senserr  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

10a  

His mother  think  that  

Behaver   Proc:behavioral  Phenomenon:simple  

  

10b  

If   her son  will  go on  

  Actor     Proc:material  

  

10c  

he   never  back  again  

actor  Circ:time  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

11a  

Malin  was  straight  force  his mom  

actor    Circ:manner  Proc:material  Goal  

11b  

Finally  his mother  gave  him  time  

Circ: time  Actor  Proc:material  Receipt  goal  

  

12a  

Malin   looks  happy  

senser   Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

12b  
 

and  He   prepared  quickly  

  Actor   Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

13a  

in several years  Malin  never  back  to his village  

Circ:time  Actor   Circ:time  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

13b  

and  he  never  communicate  with his mom  

  actor  Circ:time  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

14  
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Malin  married  from rich king  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

15a  

Malin‟s mom  missed  him  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

   

15b  

and  She   always  prayed  for him  

  Actor   Circ:manner  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

16a  

Malin‟s mom  looked   so sad  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

16b  

and  she  always  Cried  for him  

  behaver  Circ:manner  Proc:behavioral  Phenomenon:fact  

  

17  

One month  

later  

Malin and 

his wife  

sailed  to his island  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:place  

  

  

  

18  

At that time  He and his wife  met  with his wife  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

19a  

Malin‟s mom  hug  his son  

actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

19b  

but  He  pushed  her  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

19c  

He   said  

sayer  Proc:verbal  

  

19d. you are not my mom  
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You  aren‟t  my mom  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

20a  

He  said  that  

sayer  Proc:verbal  Verbiage  

  

20b  

because  He  was  scared   

  

with 

his 

wife  

  carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  Circ:manner  

  

20c  

if  She  knew  that  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

20d  

He   was  from poor family  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive:intensive  Attribute  

  

21  

Malin‟s mom  looked  sad and shy  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

22  

She  felt  strike  because of that  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  Phenomenon:fact  

  

  

  

23  

Malin‟s 

mother  

pray    to God  for Malin   

actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  Goal  

  

24a  

Her prayed  was  answered  

goal    Proc:material  

  

24b  

and  finally  the situation  was  changed  

  Circ:time  Goal    Proc:material  
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24c  

and  he  Became  stone  

  range  Proc:material  goal  
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Transitivity process  of  narrative text written by student VMO Tangkuban 

Perahu  

  

1a  

Once upon a time  lived  woman with her son  

Circ:time  Proc:material  Goal  

  

1b  

  

1 

  

2 

And  her name  Is  Dayang sumbi   

  carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

c  
   

His son    Is  Sangkuriang  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

a  
   

Sangkuriang    has  a dog  

Actor    Proc:material  Goal  

b.  
   

Its name    is  Tumang  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attribute  Attribute  

a  
   

Tumanga   actually  is   his father  

carrier     Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

b.  
  

but  Sangkuriang  don‟t 

(doesn‟t)  

Know  It  

  Senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  
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2 

  

3 

  

3 

  

3c  

because  his father  cursed  by God  

  goal  Proc:material  actor  

  

4a  

One day  Sangkuriang  go   to forest  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

4b  

he  went  with his dog  

actor  Proc:material  Circ:manner  

  

  

  

4c  

until  arrived  in forest  

  Proc:material  Circ:location  

  

4d   

  

4 

Tumang   shot  deer  

Actor   Proc:material  Goal  

e  
   

and  He    Asked   Tumang  

  Senser   Proc:verbal   receiver  
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4f  

to take   a deer  

Proc:material  goal  

  

4g.  

  

5 

  

5 

  

6 

  

6b  

he  talk  to his mom  

sayer  Proc:verbal  Receiver  

  

6c  

but  Tumang  don‟t (doesn‟t)   want  

  Senser     Proc:mental  

  

a  

  

Sangkuriang      was  angry  

Carrier     Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

b  
    

and   he   Killed   Tumang  

   actor   Proc:material   Goal  

a  

    

when   he   go   to home  

Circ:time   actor   Proc:material   Circ:location  
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6 

  

6 

  sayer  Proc:verbal  receiver  

6f   

to go  out  

Proc:material  Circ:place  

  

7a  

  

when  his mom  hear  It  

Circ:time  senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

d  
  

she   was  angry  

carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

e  

  

and  she   asked  Sangkuriang  
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7 

  

8 

  

8 

  

8 

  

9a  

one day  Sangkuriang  purposed  Dayang Sumbi  

Circ:time  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

9b  

and    She    agreed  

   Actor    Proc:material  

10a  
   

when  Sangkuriang   Went  to forest  

Circ:time  actor   procL:material  Circ:place  

10b  

   

to hunting    again  

Proc:material    Circ:manner  

10c  
   

One day   Sangkuriang   go   to his village  

Circ:time   actor  Proc:material   Circ:place  

b  
  

and  he  met   with his mom  

  Actor  Proc:material   Circ:manner  

a  

  

His mom   is  so beautiful  

carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

b  
  

and   He  felt   in love with her  

   Senser  Proc:mental   Phenomenon:act  

c  

     

and   the woman  also   felt   in love with him  

   Senser     Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  
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he   Asked    the woman  

sayer   Proc:verbal    Receiver  

  

10d  

to put     his head band  

Proc:material     Goal  

10e      

and   his mom   was  shocked  

   Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

10f  
   

because    she   knew  the head band  

    senser   Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

11a  
   

after that   she  Asked  Sangkuriang    about that  

Circ:time   sayer  Proc:verbal  Receiver  Circumstance  

11b  

   

and    he    tell  the story  

    sayer   Proc:verbal  Verbiage  

  

12a  

she  is   so disappointed  

Carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

12b  

because   he  is  her son  

   carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

12c  
 

and  she  did not  accept  his proposal  

  Actor    Proc:material  goal  
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13a  

   

meanwhile   Sangkuriang   doesn‟t  want  

   Senser    Proc:mental  

  

13b  

he  force  Sumbi  to with him  

actor  Proc:material  Goal  Circ:manner  

  

14a  

Sumbi    gave  him  requirement  

actor   Proc:material  Recipient  Goal  

14b  
  

he  has to  make  boat   before 

morning  

actor    Proc:material  Goal   Circ:time  

  

  

15a  

and  Sangkuriang    agreed  it  

  actor   Proc:material  goal  

15b  
  

and   He   started  

   Actor   Proc:material  

15c  

  

to make     it  

Proc:material    Goal  

16a  
  

after   the boat  llmost  finish  

Proc:time   goal    Proc:material  
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16b  

  

Sumbi   made  it  fail  

Actor    Proc:material  Goal  Circumstance:manner  

16c  
  

By    getting up   the rooster    

Circ:manner   Proc:material   Goal    

16d  

  

and   the morning   come  

   Circ:time   Proc:material  

17a  
  

because of 

that  
 Sangkuriang  Was  angry  

Circ:fact   Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

17b  

     

and   he   kicked    the boat  

   actor   Proc:material    goal  

17c  
     

and  suddenly    the boat   change  

  Circ:manner    goal   Proc:material  

17d  

     

and  it   become   Tangkuban perahu 

mountain  

  actor   Proc:material   Goal  

Transitivity process of narrative text written by student MS  

Toba Lake  

  

1a.   
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Once upon 

time  

there  lived  handsome man  

Circ: time     Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

b  

   

His name    is   Batara Guru  

carrier    Proc:relational:attributive    attribute  

c  
    

he    like  Fishing  

senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

a  
  

One day   he   went   to river  

Circ:time   actor   Proc:material   Cir:location  

b  
     

to caught      the fish   

Proc:material      Goal   

a  

     

in the river    he    got   a fish  

Circ:place    actor    Proc:material   goal  

b  
     

and   it    can   talk  

   sayer       Proc:verbal  

c  

     

he    was     shocked  

carier     Proc:relational:attribute    attribute  

a  
       

he    brought      to home  

actor    Proc:material      Circ:place  

b  
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1 

  

1 

  

2 

  

2 

  

3 

  

3 

  

3 

  

4 

  

4 

  

5a  

After that  the fish  changed  as beautiful girl  

Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  range  

  

5b  

and  he    didn‟t   kill    the fish  

  actor     Proc:material  Goal  
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6 

  

6b  

and  Batara  wanted  to do it too  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

6c  

And  he  promise  

  actor  Proc:material  

  

6d  

to not talk  it  to the people  

Proc:verbal  verbiage  receiver  

  

7a  

  

Batara  was  very happy and shocked  

carrier  Proc:relational:attributive  atribute  

a  
  

The fish   wanted   to marry him  

senser   Proc:mental   Phenomenon:act  
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7 

  

8 

  

8 

  

9 

  

9 9c  

After that    they     married  

Circ:time    actor     Proc:material  

b  

     

and   they     live   happily  

   actor     Proc:material   Circ:manner  

a  
     

One day   they     got   a daughter  

Circ:time   actor     Proc:materia

l 
  goal  

b  

     

and   He    loved   her  

   senser    Proc:mental   Phenomenon:simple  

a  
     

One day  the 

daughter 
  made  him    angry  

Circ:time  Actor   Proc:material  goal    Circumstance:manner  

b  

     

and   He    was    so angry  

   carrier    Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  
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and   He   cannot   control  emotion  

   Actor      Proc:material  goal  

10a  

    

He    shouted    angrily  

Sayer    Proc:verbal    Cir:manner  

10b  
    

And    say    the word fish  

    Proc:verbal    Verbiage  

11a  

    

the daughter    crying   

behaver    Proc:behavioural   

11b  
    

and   She    told  to her mom  

   Sayer    Proc:verbal  receiver  

11c  

    

and   his wife   is   very angry  

   Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive   Attribute  

11d  
    

because   He    broke  the promise  

   Actor    Proc:material  goal  

12a  

    

suddenly   the earth   began   shaking  

Circ:manner   Actor   Proc:material   range  

12b  
      

and    volcano    erupt    
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    actor    Proc:material  

13a  

    

finally   the earth   becomes  big hole  

Circ:time   actor   Proc:material  range  

13b  
    

people    believe    that  

senser   Proc:mental   Phenomenon:simple  

13c      

It    is    Toba lake  

carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

Transitivity Process of narrative text written by student VHJ  

Toba Lake  

1a  

  

1 

Long time ago  there  is   a man  

Cric:time  Proc:existential     exist  

b  
   

he   came   from north Sumatra  

actor   Proc:material   Circ:place  

a  

   

he   lives   alone  

actor   Proc:material   Circ:manner  

b  
   

he   is    single  

carrier    Proc:relational:attributive   attribute  
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2 

  

2 

  

3a  

One day  he  to rice field  

Circ:time  Actor  Circ:location  

  

3b  

  

3 

  

3 

and   He  want (wants)   to get the fish  

   Senser  Proc:mental   Phenomenon:act  

c  

  

until   he  arrived  

   Actor  Proc:material  

d  
  

he   got   fish  

actor   Proc:material   goal  

a  

  

He   was   surprised  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive   attribute  

b  
  

and  After that  he  go   home  

  Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Cir:location  
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4 

  

4 

  

5a  

At home  He  put  fish  into a bucket  

Circ:location  Actor  Proc:material  goal  Circ:place  

5b  

  

5 

  

6a  

A few days letter  the fish  changed  

Cir:time  Actor  Proc:material  

  

6b  

  

He   was  shocked  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

c  

   

because  the fish  told   to him  

  Sayer  Proc:verbal   receiver  
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7 

  

7 

  

7 

  

It    become  beautiful girl  

Actor    Proc:material  goal  

a  
   

when    the man  went   home  

Circ:time    Actor  Proc:material   Circ:location  

b  

   

He    was   surprised  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive    attribute  

c  
   

because   There  is  a woman  at his home  

   Proc:existensial    exist  Circ:location  

d  

   

and  He   doesn‟t  see   the fish  

  Senser    Proc:menta

l 
  Phenomenon:fact  

a  
  

then   The woman  talk   to him  

   Sayer  Proc:verbal   receiver  

b  
  

I    am  that fish  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  
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7 

  

8 

  

8 

  

8c  

and  She  want  to married with 

him  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

  

8d  
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8 

  

8 

  

9 

  

9 

  

9c  

they  love  that child  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

10a  

One day   the child   was  naughty  

and  the man  want   it  

  Senser  Proc:mental   Phenomenon:simple  

e  

   

but   the woman   asked   him  

   sayer     Proc:verbal   receiver  

f  
      

to keep       the 

secret 
  

Proc:material       goal   

a  

      

After     they   married  

Circ:time     actor   Proc:material  

b  
      

They     got    a child  

Actor    Proc:material    Goal  
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Circ:time   Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

10b  

   

and  that man   was  angry  

  carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

10c  
   

He     said  

Sayer     Proc:verbal  

10d  
   

The child   Is    a fish  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

11a  
  

The child    Carried  

Behaver    Proc:behavioural  

  

11b  

and  the child  run  to her mom  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

11c  

and   told   It  

   Proc:verbal   Verbiage  

12a   

    

Her mom    was    Angry  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive    Attributive  

12b  
    

And    the woman   Prayed  

    Actor     Proc:material  

12c  
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and    Suddenly   the rain   came  

   Circ:manner   Actor   Proc:material  

12d  
     

and   the house   become   a big hole  

   Goal   Proc:material   Goal  

  

13a  

The people  recognize  it  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

13b  

and  It  is  toba lake  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributeive  Attribute  

  

  

  

  

  

Appendix 04: Mood analysis of students’ narrative texts  

Mood analysis of narrative text written by student CO  

Cinderella  

  

1a.   

Long time ago  there          lived   a happy family with their 

daughter   

Adjucnt:circ  Subject   finite  predicator  complement  

         MOOD            RESIDUE  

    

1b  

           name (which is named)  Ella  

Subject  Finite  predicator  complement  

                   MOOD   RESIDUE  

  

2a.   

Ella  Was  a beautiful young girl, cheerful and kind   

subject  Finite  complement  
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         MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

2b.   

Her father and mother                         loved  her   

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                    MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

3a  

Unfortunately  Ellas‟s mother  Was  sick   

Adjunct:commment  Subject  Finite   complement  

                       MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3b.   

and  (ella‟s mother)              passed away  

Adjunct:conj  subject  finite   predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

4.   

She and her dad  were  so sad  

Subject  finite  complement  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

   5a.   

After mourn 

time  

her 

father   

      wanted   to married (to 

marry)(process  
lain)  

again  

Adjunct:cir  subject  finite  predicator  completement  Adjuct:cir  

            MOOD                RESIDUE   

6a.   

Her father           married   with a widow  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                 MOOD               RESIDUE  

    

   6b.   

Who (she)                   has  two daughters  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                MOOD               RESIDUE  

    

   7a.   

One day  her father          Went  to another place for his 

business   

Adjunct:continuity  subject  Finite  predicator  Adju:circumstance  

               MOOD            RESIDUE  
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   7b.   

    

after   her father                     Left  

Adjuct:continuity   subject  Finite  predicator   

                       MOOD     RESIDUE  

    

   7c.   

Her 

stepmother  

          being (is)  cruel  to Ella  

subject            finite  predicator  Adj:Circumstance  

                 MOOD                     RESIDUE  

    

   8.   

Her step mother 

and sister  

             treat   Ella like 

housemaid  

subject  Finite   predicator  Complement  

                       MOOD            RESIDUE  

     9.   

Ella            doing (does)  all the work at 

the house  

Subject  Finite  predicator  Complement  

                  MOOD                     RESIDUE  

  

   10a.   

When  Ella  went   to market  

Adjunct:conj  Subject  finite  predicator  Circumstance  

                       MOOD          RESIDUE  

    

   10b.   

She                                   Heard  

Subject                Finite  Predicator  

                            MOOD  RESIDUE  

   10c.   

That the kingdom                   held  a ball  

Subject  Finite   predicator  Complement  

                       MOOD               RESIDUE  

    

   11a.   

Ella  was  exited  

Subject  finite  Complement  

                                   MOOD  RESIDUE  
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   11b.   

She   doesn‟t  forget   to tell her step mother 

and sister about that  

Subject  finite  Predicator  Adju:cir  

                                     MOOD                RESIDUE  

    

   12a.   

Time for ball   Ella           prepared  herself  

Adjunct:continuity  subject  Finite  predicator  complement   

                           MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

   12b.   

But  Her stepmother  did not  allow  Her to join the 

party  

Adjunct:conjunct  Subject  finite  Predicator  complement  

                               MOOD                    RESIDUE  

  

   12c.   

She   can‟t  do  anything  

subject  Finite;modal  predicator  

                  

RESIDUE 

Complement  

                                MOOD  

    

   13.   

Her stepmother and 

sisters  
                    went  There  

Subject  Finite  predicator  Complement  

                                     MOOD                RESIDUE  

    

   14a.   

Suddenly  a fairy mother                   came  

Adjunct:presumption  subject  finite  Predicator  

  MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   14b.   

and Ella  was     shocked  

subject  finite  Complement  

                                     MOOD  RESIDUE  

14c.   

The fairy mother                                    wanted  to help her to the party  

subject                     Finite   Predicator  Adjun:circumstance  

                             MOOD                   RESIDUE  

    

   15.   
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She           changed   Ella like a princess  

Subject  finite  predicator  Complement  

                                         MOOD                 RESIDUE   

    

   16.   

Her stepmother and sister  didn‟t   recognize  her  

subject  Finite  predicator   complement  

                                MOOD                           RESIDUE  

    

   17a.   

In the party  She                met  (with) the prince   

Adjuct:continuity  Subject  finite  Predicator  Adjunct:circumstance  

                    MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

   17b.   

He                  felt  in love  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circu  

                                MOOD              RESIDUE  

    

   18a.   

Ella                           remembered   

Subject  Finite  predicator  

                                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   18b.   

that at 12  she   has to   leave  

Adjunct:continuity   Subject   Finite  predicator  

                    MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   19.   

She                       left  the prince  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                              MOOD              RESIDUE  

    

   20a.   

The prince                  pursued   her  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                               MOOD              RESIDUE  

    

   20b.   

but   He  can   get  the shoes only  

Adjunct;conj  Subject  Finite:modal  predicator  complement  

              MOOD          RESIDUE  
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Mood analysis of narrative text written by student AT   

                         

Cinderella  

  

   1a.   

Once upon a 

time  

in a village(there)  lived   a beautiful girl  

circumstance  Subject  finite  predicator  Complement  

                          MOOD             RESIDUE  

    

   1b.   

      her name  is   Cinderrella   

  subject  finite  predicator  

                             MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   2.   

  She                     lived  with her father and stepmother  

Subject  Finite  predicator  Adjunct:circumstance  

                      MOOD                       RESIDUE  

    

   3a.   

Cinderrella                 has  pretty face and good character  

Subject   finite  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD            RESIDUE  

    

   3b.   

So many people  liked   her  

Subject  finite    complement  

                             MOOD                  RESIDUE  

    

   3c.  

but  Her stepmother 

and sister  
don‟t   like  her  

Residue:conju  Subject   finite  predicator  complement  

                                  MOOD                   RESIDUE  

    

   4.   

They   were  jealous   to her  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circumstance  

                   MOOD                                    RESIDUE  
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   5a.   

everyday  they  Always  tortured   her  

Adjunct:complemen subjec Adjunct:moo finit predicato complemen 

t  t  d  e  r  t  

                                MOOD          RESIDUE  

    

   5b.   

every  homewor 

k  

always  did   alone  

Adjunct:continuit 

y  

subject  Adjunct:moo 

d  

finit 

e  

predicato 

r  

complemen 

t  

                        MOOD           RESIDUE  

    

   5c.   

And  her stepsister  didn‟t   help  her  

Adjunct:conjuc  Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                         MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

   6a.   

Cinderella‟s father  didn‟t   Know  

subject  finite  predicator   

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   6b.   

what  his wife               did  to her  

Adjunct:complemnet  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circumstance  

                          

MOOD  

         RESIDUE  

    

   6c.   

because  They  always          care  her in front of 

him  

Adjunct:conjunctive  subject  Adjunct:mood  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD              RESIDUE  

    

   6d.   

but  when  Cinderella‟s 

father  

    went out  

Adjunct:conjunctive  Adjunct:continuity  subjuect  finite  predicator  

                             

MOOD  

RESIDUE  

    

   6e.   
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They             tortured  her  carelessly  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:comment  

                  MOOD                                     RESIDUE   

  

   7.   

One day  there   was  a big party  near by the 

village  

Adjunt:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  Adjec:circ  

                      MOOD                           RESIDUE  

  

  

   8a.   

all the people           got invited  to present the party  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   8b.   

And  for the  

woman  

had to  wear  dress and 

mask  

Adjun:conjunctive  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD            RESIDUE  

    

   9.   

Cinderella‟s family  was  invited too  

Subject  finite  predicator  

                               MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   10a.   

They                 prepared  themselves  

subject  Finite  predicator  complement  

                               MOOD                    RESIDUE  

    

   10b.   

but   when  Cinderell 

a‟s   

     prepared  herself  

Adjunct:conjuc 

tive  

Adjunct:comple 

ment  

subject  Finit 

e  

predicat 

or  

complem 

ent  

                      

MOOD  

        RESIDUE  

    

   10c.   

Her step mother & 

stepsister  

          prohibit  her  
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subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                     MOOD                RESIDUE  

    

   11.   

they                put  her  in the storeroom  

subject   Finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

                MOOD                                      RESIDUE  

  

   12.   

After that  They                  left  their house  

Adjunct:conjunctive  subject   finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                                   MOOD         RESIDUE  

    

  

  

  

   13.   

Cinderella  was  sad  

Subject  finite  predicator  

                               MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   14.   

She             cried  herself  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                            MOOD            RESIDUE  

    

   15a.   

when  She  was  lamenting  herself  

adjunct:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD                 RESIDUE  

    

   15b.   

suddenly  a fairy                  came   to her  

Adjunt:com  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                               MOOD          RESIDUE  

    

   15c.   

and               gave  her motivation   

subject  finite        predicator  complement  

          MOOD                         RESIDUE  

    

   16.   

She               helped  her  to the party  
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subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

               MOOD                   RESIDUE   

    

   17a.   

She               gave  her magic  from a sticky  

subject   finite  predicator  complement  Adjun: circum  

           MOOD                          RESIDUE   

    

   17b.   

and   Cinderella  Was  changed  

Adjunct:conjunctive  subject  finite  predicator  

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   17c  

                became   a pretty girl  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

              MOOD                        RESIDUE  

    

  

  

   17d.   

because  she               wear  nice dress and glass 

heels  

Adjunct:continuity  subject  Finite   predicator  complement  

          MOOD         RESIDUE  

    

   18a.   

before  She               went  

Adjunct:Conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  

                       MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   18b.   

The fairy                  told  her  

Subject  Finite  predicator  complement  

                                        MOOD       RESIDUE  

    

   18c.   

               to come back   before 12  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:Circ  

                    MOOD                 RESIDUE  
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   19a.   

Cinderella             Left  to the party  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                         MOOD                                RESIDUE  

    

   19b.   

when  She        arrived  at the party  

Adjunct:complemnet  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

               MOOD         RESIDUE  

    

   19c.   

All the 

people  

Was  surprised   to her  

Subject  Finite    predicator  Adj:circ  

                    MOOD                           RESIDUE  

    

   20.    

She  is  so 

beautiful   

there  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                       MOOD             RESIDUE  

    

   21a.   

When  the prince                saw  her  

Adjunct:comple  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                MOOD          RESIDUE  

   21b.   

He                         felt  in love with her  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                       MOOD          RESIDUE  

    

   22a.   

The prince             invited  her  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                    MOOD                RESIDUE  
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Mood analysis of narrative text written by student JR  

Malin Kundang  

   1a.   

Many years ago  there  was  a small family  

Adjunct: circ  subject  finite  complement  

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   1b.   

     (they)                  lived   near by the beach  

Subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                 MOOD          RESIDUE  

    

   2.    

They   are  sailor  

Subject  finite  predicator  

                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   3a.   

They                     have  a baby  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                               MOOD           RESIDUE  

    

   3b.    

             Named ( which is named)  Malin kundang  

subject  finite  predicator   complement  

                         MOOD           RESIDUE  

    

4a.   

His father                went   abroad  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE   
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   4b.   

because  his salary  is  slow  

Adjunct:continouity  subject  finite  predicator  

              MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   5.   

Malin                  lives  with his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                                  MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

  

  

   6a.     

Year after year  Malin              grew up  

Adjuc:circ  subject  finite  predicator  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   6b.   

and  He  was  a young 

man  

Adj:conjuctive  Subject   finite  Predicator  

                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   7a.   

He  was  sad  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   7b.     

when  He                          saw  his mom  

Adju:complement  Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

              MOOD           RESIDUE  

      

   8a.  

He                    decided  to help his mother  

Subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

                   MOOD                  RESIDUE  

    

   8b.   

And  He             went  abroad  

Adjunct:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                                   MOOD           RESIDUE  
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   9a.   

His mom  was  so sad  

subject  finite  predicator  

                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

   9b.    

But  She  was  proud of him  

Adjunt:conjunct  subject  finite  complement  

                                    MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   10.   

Malin Kundang             asked  for her blessed  

subject  Finite      predicator  Adjunct:circu  

                            MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

   11.     

One day  Malin Kundang              Arrived  with his wife  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circumstanme  

                                   

MOOD  

          RESIDUE  

    

   12.    

She                              run  to get Malin  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuct:cir  

                                  MOOD                   RESIDUE  

    

   13a.   

His mom                    felt  so sad  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                   MOOD             RESIDUE  

    

  

   13b.   

because  her son         changed  

Adjunct:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

   14a.   

She  was  so angry  

subject  finite  predicator  

                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

   14b.   
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She            curse  him into a stone  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

              MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

   15  

now days  the stone  is  known  as batu malin 

kundang  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

              MOOD                     RESIDUE  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mood analysis of narrative text written by HS  

Malin Kundang  

  

14.   

Once upon a time  in a 

village  

           live  a boy and his mom  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

            MOOD            RESIDUE  

    

15.   

His father  has  died  

subject  Finite  predicator  

                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

    

16.   

he               came  from poor family  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circum  

               MOOD         RESIDUE  

    

17.   

His parents  are  farmer  

subject  finite  predicator  

      

                        MOOD  RESIDUE  
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18.   

his name  is  Malin kundang  

subject  finite  predicator  

            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

19.   

He   is  a naughty boy  

subject  finite  predicator  

            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

7a.   

when  he   Is  adult  

Adjunt:complement  subject  finite  predicator  

          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

7b.   

He                   Told  to his mom  

subject  Finite  predicator  complement  

                    MOOD                                 RESIDUE  

  

  

7c  

                       to go    to the city  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunt:circ  

               MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

8a.   

His mom          allowed  him  

subject  finite  Predicator  complement  

                              MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

8b.   

but  His mom  was  very sad  

Adjunct:conjun  subject  finite  predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

9a  

a few days later  he                  went  by a ship  

Adjunct;complement  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:cir  

               MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

9b.   
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And  his mom            took  him  to the 

harbour  

Adj:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:cir  

                            MOOD                         RESIDUE    

  

 10.    

In the city  he   met  a beautiful girl  

Adjunt:cir  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                   MOOD                  RESIDUE  

  

11.   

He                   felt  in love with her  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

              MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

12a.   

One day  They  went   to his village by 

the ship  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:cir  

           MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

 12b.    

and  his mom                knew  it  

Adjunct:conj  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

  MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

  

 12c.    

His mom                greeted  Him  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

12d.   

but  He          rejected  her  

Adju:conj  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                       MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

13a.   

His mom  just            cried  

subject  Adju:mood  finite  predicator  

                                      MOOD   RESIDUE  
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13b.   

and  She             saw  her son  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                        MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

13c.   

She  prayed and cursed   him  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

14a.   

suddenly  the sky  was  dark  

Adju:comment  subject  Finite  predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

14b.   

and  the moment  Malin 

kundang 

and ship  

         become  a stone  

Adju:conj  Adjunct:continuity  Subject  finites  predicator  complement  

                    

SUBJECT   

RESIDUE  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mood analysis of narrative Text written by MS  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1.   

Once time 

ago  

in small village       lived  a boy and his mom  

Adjunct: cir  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                         MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

2.   
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One day  They              went  to the forest to get 

the wood to sell to 

the market  

Adjunct: cir  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                  MOOD         RESIDUE  

3.   

They                    live  from the wood  

subject  finite  predicator  Adj:cir  

                         MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

4.   

everyday  They             worked  hard  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

5a.   

They  are  happy  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

5b.   

even  They  are  poor family  

Adj:conj  subject  finite  predicator  

              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

8.   

One time  the boy                became  a strong man  

Adj:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                  MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

7.   

He                        went  to work in the 

city  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

                                               MOOD               RESIDUE  

  

  

8a.   

His mom            Advised  Him to be back  

subject  finite  predicator  Compliment  

             MOOD                    RESIDUE  

  

8b.   

If he  Was  successful  
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subject  finite  predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

9.   

In the city  he                worked  with an angler  

Adju:circ  subject  Finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                     MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

10a.   

He                           worked  hard   

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                    MOOD                              RESIDUE  

  

10b.   

and  it            made  the angler to 

give a ship  

Adjunct:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

11.   

  

Malin Kundang                   felt  in love with a beautiful woman  

subject  Finite  predicator  Adj:circ  

                       MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

12.   

One day  Malin and his 

wife  

                went  to sail in his 

village  

Adjunct:complement  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                           MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

13a.   

His friend                     saw  Him  

subject  finite  predicator  Complement  

                   MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

13b.   

And  He            told  to his mom  

Adjun:conju  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                    MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

14a.   

His mom              went  to the beach to meet 

them  
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subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

               MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

14b.   

But   Malin Kundang          felt  embrace  

Adju:conj  subject  Finite  predicator  Compliment  

                         MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

15a.   

His mom              called  him  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                 MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

15b.   

He  didn‟t  respond  her  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                MOOD                       RESIDUE  

  

16.   

His mom              damn  to him  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjun:circ  

                        MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

  

17a.   

Suddenly  the thunder               came  

Adjunct:comment  subject  finite  predicator  

                               MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

17b.   

And  (it)  changed  the ship   into a 

stone  

Adju:conjunc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:Cir  

           MOOD                           RESIDUE  

  

  

Mood analysis of narrative text written by student J  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1.   

Once upon time  in  

Sumatra  

       lived  a poor woman and 

her son  
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Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                  MOOD           RESIDUE  

2.   

Malin Kundang  is  handsome boy  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3   

He                 helped  his mom  to look for 

money  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

                    MOOD                          RESIDUE   

  

   4.  

Malin Kundang   grew up  like another boy   in his village  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

                     MOOD                             RESIDUE   

  

5  

His father  has   passed away  

subject  finite  predicator  

                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6a.   

since  his father          passed away  

Adjunct:continuity  subject   finite  predicator  

                     MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6b.   

Malin kundang          worked  as fisherman  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                               MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

7a.   

One day  Malin Kundang                 wanted  to become  

a 

successful 

person  

Adju:complement  subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

                               MOOD               RESIDUE  

  

7b.   
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then  he  Went   away  from his house  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

        MOOD                           RESIDUE  

  

7c.   

although  His mom           disagreed  with his decision  

Adjun:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

8a.   

His mom                  prayed  for him  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjun:cir  

                         MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

8b.   

and         (she)        advise  him  

Adjun:conjuct  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

             MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

9a.   

If you          want   to go  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

              MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

9b.   

I  can‟t   stop  it  

subject  Finite:modal  predicator  complement  

                 MOOD                   RESIDUE   

  

9c  

I  could  only pray  for you  

subject  Finite:modal  Predicator  Adjunt:circ  

            MOOD                       RESIDUE  

  

9d.   

you                      promise  me  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

              MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

9e.   

you  will  come  back  

subject  Finite:modal  predicator  compliment  
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               MOOD                    RESIDUE  

  

  

  

10a.   

  

He               answered  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                  MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

10b.   

I                  promise  

subject  finite  Predicator  

  

                                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

10c.    

when  I  am  success  

Adju:complement  subject  finite  predicator  

             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

11.   

After several years  Malin           become  a successful 

person  

Adjun:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

              MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

12a.   

He    has   married  a successful person  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

              MOOD                                RESIDUE  

  

12b.   

that                              has  a big ship  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

             MOOD                          RESIDUE  

  

12c.   

    

and  She  is  a rich person  

Adj:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

13a.   
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One day  She and Malin                   sailed  to his family  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adj:circ  

                           MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

  

  

  

13b.   

when  the ship                          arrive  

Adj:complement  subject  finite  predicator  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

14a.   

when  his mom           saw  him  

Adj:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                 MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

14b.   

    

Spontantly  She               called  Malin   by saying  

Adju:comment  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:cir  

                     

MOOD  

                          RESIDUE  

  

14c.   

Maling  you  are  come back  son  

subject  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

14d.   

    

I  really           miss  you  

subject  Adj:mood  finite  predicator  complement  

                                  MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

15a.   

She               came  to him  

subject  finite  predicator  Adj:circ  

                     MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

15b.   

but  Malin        ignored  her  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  
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                    MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

15c.   

And she               saying  

subject  finite  Predicator  

                                    MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

15d.   

You  are not  my mother  

subject  finite  Predicator  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

15e.   

 you            go  Away  

 subject  finite  predicator  complement  
           MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

16.   

His mom  was  hearted  by his words  

subject  finite  Predicator  Adj:circ  

                      MOOD                           RESIDUE  

  

17a.   

She       cried and prayed  by saying  

subject  finite  Predicator  Adju:circ  

                               MOOD                RESIDUE  

  

17b.    

If he  isn‟t  my son  

subject  finite  Predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

17d.   

You            save  his journey  

subject          finite  predicator  complement  

               MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

18a.   

Suddenly   the wind            blew  so hard  

Adj:comment  Actor  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                  MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

18b.   

And  Thunderstorm                   came  
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Adjun:conjuc  subject  finite  Predicator  

                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

19a  

His whole body                turned  into stone  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                               MOOD               RESIDUE  

  

19b.   

and he  was  punished  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                 MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

  

  

Mood analysis of  narrative text written by student KH  

MALIN KUNDANG   

1.   

Once upon a time  in the 

village  

       lives  a widow and a son  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

              MOOD       RESIDUE  

  

2.   

The son  is  Malin kundang  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                       MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3.   

Her husband                   passed away  

subject       Finite  predicator  

                                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

4a.   

After  her husband        passed away  

Adjunct:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  

                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

4b.   

The widow & her 

son  

        worked  as fisherman  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  
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                            MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

5a.   

Malin Kundang  is  diligent and kind 

boy  

subject  finite  predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

5b.   

and  his mom                loves  him  

Adjunct:conj  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                            MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

6a.   

And the time  her boy   be  adult  

Adjunct:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

           MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6b.   

He                        decided  to go to the big city  

subject  Finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                                MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

7a.   

Malin Kundang           wanted  to has (have) a good 

job  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:cir  

                                           MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

7b   

And  He         wanted  to make his 

mother happy  

Adju:conjuc  subject  Finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                         MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

8.  

Malin  

Kundang  

             asked  permission, pray and good 

ordering  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

9a.   

His mom  didn‟t  allow  him  to go to the 

city  
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subject  finite  predicator  compliement  Adju:cir  

                MOOD                                          RESIDUE  

  

9b.   

but  He   construct   to go  

Adju:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

               MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

10a.   

One day  he              went  to city  

Adjun:complement  subject   finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

               MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

10b.   

after            arrived  in the city  

Subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                        MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

10c.   

He                        went   looking for job  

Subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                                   MOOD           RESIDUE  

11a.   

He                  works  hard  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

11b.   

And  He             became  rich man  

Adjunct:conjuction  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

               MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

12.   

He  has  wife  

Subject  finite  predicator   

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

13.   

One day  he and his 

wife  

            sail  to Sumatra in his 

village  

Adjunct:complement  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                     MOOD         RESIDUE  
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14a.   

He                  is  arrogant  

subject               finite  predicator  

                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

14b.   

because  He  Is  shy  to his wife  

Adjunct:conjuct  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circum  

  

15a.   

His mom  was  very sad  

subject  finite  predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

15b.   

     (she)                                 curse  him  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                   MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

15c.   

He                  became  a stone  

subject       finite  predicator  complement   

            MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

  

  

Mood analysis of narrative text written by student HH  

MALIN KUNDANG  

1a.   

Once upon time  there         lived  a poor widow with her son  

Adjunt: circ  subject  finite   predicat 

or  

complement  

          MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

1b.   

                   Named (which is named)  Malin Kundang  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                   MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

2a.   

The widow  is  a fisherman  

subject  finite  predicator  
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                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

2b.   

but  she            think  that  

Adjunct:conjuction  subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                 MOOD               RESIDUE  

  

2c.   

Malin Kundang              looked   so sad to his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                                   MOOD                   RESIDUE  

  

3a.   

so   He       wanted   to help his mom  

Adju:continu  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                  MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

3b.  

and                 got  much money  

subject  Finite    predicator  complement  

                  MOOD                    RESIDUE  

  

4.  

He               told  his mom  to go out his  

mom  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

                           MOOD                       RESIDUE  

   

  

5a.   

After  he                   went  

Adj:continu  subject  finite  predicator  

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

5b.   

his mom  was  lonely  

Subject  finite  complement  

                                    MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

5c.   

But  Malin Kundang  was   happy  with his wife  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Circ  

                         MOOD  

  

           RESIDUE  
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6a.   

He   was  a rich man  

subject  finite  complement  

                                     MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6b.   

He                met  with a beautiful woman  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuct:circ  

                   MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

   6c.  

He             got  married  with the lady  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:Cir  

                       MOOD                        RESIDUE   

  

7a  

Malin               lived  happily  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:comment  

                                    MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

7b  

And  He               forgot  his mom  

Adjun: conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

8a  

everyday   his mom                pray  for him  

Adjun:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                   MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

  

8b  

but  Malin  never           think  about her  

Adju:conjuc  subject  Adju:mood  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                            MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

9  

One day  Malin Kundang  had to  tour  to his village  

Adjun:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                       MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

 10a  
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His mother  was  very happy  

subject  finite  predicator  

                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

 10b  

and           prepare  herself  to fetch her 

son  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adj:circ  

                MOOD                            RESIDUE   

  

11a  

when  Malin            Arrived  to the harbour  

Adju:complement  subject  Finite   predicator  Adj:circ  

                   MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

11b  

He  Was  Upset  

subject  finite  Compliment  

                                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

  

11c  

because  his mom               looked  so dirty  

Adju:Continui  subject  finite  predicator  Compliment  

                    MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

12a  

his mom                     run  to him  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

               MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

12b  

                             to accept  her son  

Subject   finite  predicator  compliment  

             MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

12c  

But  her son               rejected  her  

Adjun:conj  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

13a  

He   was  embraced  to his wife  
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subject   finite  Predicator  Adjun:circ  

                MOOD                     RESIDUE  

  

13b  

If She              knew  about his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  Adj:Circ  

                  MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

14a  

his mom          called  him  again and again  

Subject  Finite   predicator  complemnet  Adj:circ  

                      MOOD                            RESIDUE  

  

14b  

But  he   didn‟t  care  

Adj:conju  subject  finite  Predicator  

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

15a  

Finally  his mom  was  very  hurt  

Adjuc:Comment  subject  finite  Adju:mood  predicator  

                                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

15b  

and  she           curse  him  into a stone  

Adju:conju  actor  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:Cir  

           MOOD                       RESIDUE   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mood analysis of narrative text written by student HF  
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MALIN KUNDANG  

  

1a.   

Once upon a 

time  
There   is  a poor woman & her 

son  
exactly in west 

Sumatra  

Adju: circ  Subject  finite  complement  Adju:circ  

          MOOD                         RESIDUE  

  

1b  

her son named  (her son‟s name is)  Malin Kundang  

subject   is  Complement  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

2.  

They   are  fisherman  

subject  finite  complement  

                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3a.   

as the time        go on  

subject  finite  predicator  

                  MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3b.   

their need           remain  unfulfilled  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

4a.   

Maling Kundang          looked  sad  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

4b.   

and  He   feels    sorry for her mom  

Adju:conjuct  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

             MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

5.   

He           decided  to go wondering  

subject  Finite   predicator  complement  

                                  MOOD           RESIDUE  
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6a.   

His mother  couldn‟t  deny  him  

subject  Finite:modal  predicator  complement  

                MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

6b.   

Because  it  was  the one  

Adjuc:continui  subject  finite  Predicator  

             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6c.   

that                  made  her burdens  

subject  finite  predicator  cmplement  

                   MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

6d.   

     it     go  away  with her  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

             MOOD                              RESIDUE   

  

6e.   

and  his mother                 allow  him to go 

wondering  

Adjunct:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                    MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

      7  

After that  Malin                  went  

Adjuct:complement  subject  finite  predicator  

             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

 8a.    

a few years latter  Malin  

Kundang  

           went  back to his 

village  

Adjunct: circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Circ  

                       MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

8b.   

He             went  with his wife  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                     MOOD             RESIDUE  
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8c.  

Because  He         married  with a nobbleman  

Adju:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

             MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

  

9a.   

His mother               feels  happy  

Subject  Finite   predicator  complement  

              MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

9b.   

Because  she           meet  with her son  

Adju:  

continuity  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

              MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

9c.  

And  she       picks up  her son  at the 

harbour  

Adjun:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

            MOOD                       RESIDUE   

  

10a.   

How sad  She  was  

WH/Complement  subject  finite  

RESIDUE                   MOOD  

  

10b.   

When  She              called  her child  

Adjunct:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                         MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

10c.   

Her son  does not  acknowledge  her  as mom  

Subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

             MOOD                           RESIDUE   

  

10d.   

because  Malin Kundang      embarrassed (is       

embarrassed)  

 with his mother  
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Adjunct: 

continuity  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                       MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

11.   

He   (is )  ashamed (is ashamed) to 

be known  

by his wife  

  

Subject  finite  predicator  Adjunt:circ  

              MOOD                                 RESIDUE  

  

  

  

12a.   

His mother                         cried  

Subject  finite  predicator  

                            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12b.   

While                   Said  

Subject  finite  predicator  

               MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12c.   

you  are  ungrateful son  

subject  finite   predicator  

             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12d.   

I                curse  you  into a stone  

Subject  Finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

          MOOD                         RESIDUE   

  

13.   

Instantly  Malin & his 

wife  

         become  stone  

Adjuc:Comment  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                        MOOD           RESIDUE  
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Mood analysis of narrative text written by student IJ  

MALIN KUNDANG  

  

1a.   

Long time ago  there                      lived  a young boy  

Adju:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

            MOOD       RESIDUE  

  

1b.   

Named (which is named)  Maling kundang  

subject   finite  predicator  complement  

          MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

2.  

He              lived  with his mother in the 

village  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

               MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

3.  

Malin Kundang  was  diligent  

subject  finite  predicator  

                    MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

4.   

He  always  wo rked  hard  

subject  Adjunct:mood  finite  predicator  complement  

                                 MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

5a.   

Every day  he           caught  Fish  in the sea  

Adjunct:circ  subject  Finite  predicator  compliment  Adjuc:circ  

  MOOD                 RESIDUE   

  

5b.  

and  he          brought  it  to his  

mother  

Adjunct:conjunc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

            MOOD                      RESIDUE   
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          6  

One day  he           went  to the city  

Adjunct:complement  subject  finite  predicator  Adjun:circ  

            MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

  

  

7a.  

He            went  to the city  

subject  finitel  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

7b.  

 because  He               wanted  to work in the city  

 Adjunt:continui subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                         MOOD                        RESIDUE  

  

7c  

and             made  his mom happy  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

          MOOD                             RESIDUE  

  

8a  

Malin Kundang  was  success  

subject  finite  compliment  

                                       MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

8b  

and  (he)                became  a rich man  

Adjuc:conj  Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

          MOOD                       RESIDUE  

  

9  

Malin Kundang                started  to forget his mom  

Subject  finite  predicator  Circ:Adjun  

                           MOOD             RESIDUE  

      

     10  

After that  Malin  

Kundang  

was   married  with a rich  

woman  

Adjunct:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                       MOOD                              RESIDUE  
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11  

He   was  really happy  with his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

       MOOD                              RESIDUE  

  

 12a  

His wife               wanted   to meet his mom  

Subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:Circ  

                          MOOD                  RESIDUE  

  

  

12b  

But  he              said  

Adju:conju  subject  Finite   predicator  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12d  

his parents  was  died  

subject  finite  Predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

13  

They              went  to his village  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjun:circ  

          MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

14  

They                 met  with his mother  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

                     MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

15a  

He                said  

subject  Finite  predicator  

                     MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

15b  

His parents  Was  death  

subject  finite  predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

16a  

She   was  angry  

Subject  finite  predicator  
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                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

16b  

and  She               curse  him  into  a statue  

Adjuc:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adjunct:circ  

              MOOD                    RESIDUE   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Mood analysis of  narrative text written by the student PF  

MALIN KUNDANG  

  

1a  

    

Long time 

ago  

 there         lived  a man and his 

mother  
 

Adjunct: 

complement  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                       MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

1b  

his name   is  Malin Kundang  

subject  finite  predicator  

              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

1c  

they   were  a poor family  

subject  finite  complement  

            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

2a  

One day  Malin Kundang       went  to forest to look for 

wood  

Adjunct:  

circ  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

  

2b  
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when  He          look for  wood  

Adju:continui  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

          MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

2d.   

He          thought  of going a way  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

            MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

3.    

He            wanted   to look for a job in the city  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:Circ  

                        MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

4a  

After that  he           went  home  

Adju:continu  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

        MOOD          RESIDUE  

4b  

And              ask  to his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

4c  

And  His mother         permit  him  

Adjun:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

5  

The next day  He             left  his mother  

Adjun:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

          MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

6a  

His mother           cried  

subject  finite  predicator  

                             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6b  

and        advised  him  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

          MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

6c  
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If   He   has  Job  

Adjuc:continu  subject  finite  complement  

                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6d  

He   has to  back  home  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

            MOOD                    RESIDUE  

  

7a   

After arriving  He         applied  a job  in the city  

Adjunct:contiunity  subject  Finite     predicator  Complement  Adjunct:circ  

  

7b   

and  He   has  accepted  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

8a  

He           works  well  

subject  Finite      predicator  complement  

          MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

8b  

and               was   trusted  by his boss  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Circ  

       MOOD                       RESIDUE  

  

9a  

As time                      goes  

subject  finite  predicator  

                  MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

9b  

He          became  rich man  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

           MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

10a  

One day  he         met  with a beautiful woman  

Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

            MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

10b  
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and  he             got         married  

Adju:conju  subject  Finite   predicator        complement  

        MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

11  

His wife  doesn‟t  know  his family  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

           MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

12a  

His wife                ask  about his family  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:circ  

                   MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

12b  

but  Malin Kundang  didn‟t   tell  it  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                         MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

12c  

He                         said  

subject  Finite  predicator  

             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

  

  

12d  

His parents  has  died  

subject  finite  predicator  

                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12e  

and  His wife           believe  it  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                  MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

13  

His wife                ask  Malin to go to his village  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

            MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

14a  

They             went   to Malin‟s village  
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subject  Finite   predicator  Adju:cir  

             MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

14b  

when  they          arrived  there  

Adjunct:comple  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

               MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

14c  

He                met  with his mom  

subject  Finite       predicator  Adjun:circ  

                  MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

14d  

He  didn‟t  recognize   her  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

         MOOD                           RESIDUE  

  

15a  

His mom               cried  

subject  finite  predicator  

                           MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

15b  

and  She                   curse  him  into  stone  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

         MOOD                      RESIDUE   

  



 

 

281 Mood process 

analysis of narrative 

text written by student 

VJ  

MALIN KUNDANG  

  

  

1.   

Long time 

ago  

in Sumatra  there   was  a boy and 

his mom  

Adju: circ  Adjunct:circ  subject  finite  predicator  

                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

2.   

They   were  poor family  

Subject  finite  predicator  

                                     MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3.   

His name  is  Malin Kundang  

subject  finite   predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

4.  

They             lived  alone  

subject  Finite  predicator  complement  

                       MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

5.  

Malin Kundang  is   known  as smart boy  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                    MOOD         RESIDUE  

6a  

  

Every day  he               helped  his mom  

Adju:complement  subject   finite  predicator  complement  

               MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

6b  

Malin Kundang  was  reputed  

subject  Finite  predicator  

                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6c  
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and  because  his  

mom  

was  always   sick  

Adju:conjuc  Adju:continuity  subject  finite  Adju:mood  compliment  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

6d  

and  She   always             worked  hard  

Adj:conjuc  subject  Adju:mood  finite  predicator  compliment  

                                  MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

7a  

Even though  His mom  was  sick  

Adjun:continui  subject  finite  predicator  

               MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

7b  

She   Still       worked   Hard  

subject   Adjun:mood  finite  predicator  complemnt  

                                 MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

8a  

One day  Malin  

Kundang  

           wanted  to sail to the city  

Adj:  

complement  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjunct:cir  

                       MOOD                RESIDUE  

  

8b  

but   before  he        sailed  

Adju:conju  Adjun:continui  subject  finite  predicator  

              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

8d  

He    approached  to his mom  

subject   finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

          MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

9a  

His mom              blessed  Malin  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

           MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

9b  

When  Malin  was  blessed  

Adjuc:complement  subject  finite  predicator  

                MOOD  RESIDUE  
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9c  

Her mom          Felt  objection  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

              MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

10a  

His mother             think  that  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

  

10b  

If   her son  will  go on  

Adju:contin  subject  finite  predicator  

  

10c  

he   never  back again  

subject  Adju:mood  predicator  

             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

11a  

Malin  was  Straight 

force  

his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

         MOOD               RESIDUE  

  

11b  

Finally  his  

mother  

        gave  him  time  

Adjuc:contuity  subject  finite  predicator  complement  complement  

                  MOOD                  RESIDUE   

  

12a  

Malin         looks  happy  

Subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

          MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

12b  

and  He         prepared  quickly  

Adju:conju  subject   finite  predicator  compliment  

         MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

13a  

in several years  Malin  never  back  to his village  

Adju:circ  subject  Adj:mood  predicator  Adju:circ  

             MOOD                  RESIDUE   

  

13b  
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and  he  never  communicate  with his mom  

Adju:conjuct  subject  Adju:mood  predicator  Adju:circ  

          MOOD                   RESIDUE  

  

  

14  

Malin          married  from rich king  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

       MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

15a  

Malin‟s mom             missed  him  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                MOOD        RESIDUE  

   

15b  

and  She   always           prayed  for him  

Adju:conj  subject  Adju:mood  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                              MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

16a  

Malin‟s mom    looked   so sad  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                 MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

16b  

and  she  always  cried  for him  

Adju:Conjuc  subject  Adju:mood  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                          MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

17  

One month later  Malin and 

his wife  

         sailed  to his island  

Adjuc:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

                   MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

18  

At that time  He and his wife            met  with his wife  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  Predicator   Adjunct:cir  

                        MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

  

19a  

Malin‟s mom            hug  his son  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  
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                      MOOD        RESIDUE  

  

19b  

but  He          Pushed  her  

Adjun:contuinity  subject  finite  predicator  Complement  

               MOOD            RESIDUE  

19c  

He                said  

subject  Finite   Predicator  

            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

19d. you are not my mom  

You  aren‟t  my mom  

subject  finite  predicator  

            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

20a  

He            said  that  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

           MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

20b  

because  He  was  scared   

  

with 

his 

wife  

Adjunct:continuity  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

  

20c  

if  She              knew  that  

Adju:continui  subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

               MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

20d  

He   Was  from poor family  

subject  finite  Adju:cir  

          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

21  

Malin‟s mom              looked  sad and shy  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                    MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

22  

She            felt  strike  because of that  

subject  finite  predicator  compliment  Adju:continui  
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          MOOD                                RESIDUE   

  

23  

Malin‟s 

mother  
 pray   to God for 

Malin  

subject  finite   predicator  Adjun:cir  

                 MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

24a  

Her prayed  was  answered  

subject  finite  predicator  

                   MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

24b  

and  finally  the situation  was  changed  

Adj:conjunc  Adjun:continuity   subject  finite  predicator  

                         MOOD   RESIDUE  

  

24c  

and  he         became  stone  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  compliment  

                 MOOD         RESIDUE  
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Mood process  of  narrative text written by student VMO  

Tangkuban Perahu  

  

1a  

Once upon a time              lived  woman with her son  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

1b  

And  her name  is  Dayang sumbi   

Adjunct:conj  subject  finite  predicator  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

1c  

His son  is  Sangkuriang  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                       MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

2a  

Sangkuriang  has  a dog  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

2b.  

Its name  is  Tumang  

subject  Finite   predicator  

                                           MOOD   RESIDUE  

  

3a  

Tumanga  actually  is  his father  

subject  Adju:mood  finite  predicator  

                                                           MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3b.  

but  Sangkuriang  don‟t  

(doesn‟t)  

know  it  

Adju:conju  Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD                       RESIDUE  

  

3c  

because  his father               cursed  by God  

Adjuc:contin  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                         MOOD           RESIDUE  
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4a 

One day  Sangkuriang                   go   to forest  

Adju:circ  subject  Finite     predicator  

  

Adju:cir  

                         MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

4b  

he                 went  with his dog  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                    MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

4c  

until            arrived  in forest  

subject  Finite   predicator  Adju:cir  

       

                  MOOD  

                RESIDUE  

  

4d   

Tumang                       shot  deer  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                        MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

4e  

and  He                asked  to Tumang to 

take a deer  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                          MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

4f  

but  Tumang  don‟t (doesn‟t)  want  

Adju:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  

                               MOOD  RESIDUE  

   

5a  

Sangkuriang   was  angry  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

5b  

and  he                killed  Tumang  

Adjunct:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                        MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

6a  

when  He                        go  to home  

Adju:comple  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  
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                  MOOD           RESIDUE  

6b 

he                talk  to his mom  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                              MOOD           RESIDUE           

  

6c  

when  his mom              hear  it  

Adju:complement  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

6d  

she  was  angry  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6e  

and  she                 asked  Sangkuriang to go 

out from his house  

Adju:conju  Subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Cir  

                                MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

7a  

One day  Sangkuriang                  go  to his village  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adj:cir  

                             MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

7b  

and  he                         Met  with his mom  

Adju:conj  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                                  MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

8a  

His mom  is  so beautiful  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

8b  

and  He                 felt  in love with her  

Adju:conju  Subject  Finite   predicator  Adju:cir  

                           MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

8c  

and  the woman  also             felt  in love with 

him  

Adju:conju  subject  Adju:mood  Finite    predicator  Adju:cir  
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                                      MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

9a 

one day  Sangkuriang                   purposed  Dayang 

Sumbi  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                         MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

9b  

and   She                                agreed  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  

                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

10a  

when  Sangkuriang                       went  to forest to 

hunting again  

Adjuc:conti  actor  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                       MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

10b  

he                               asked  the woman  to put his 

head band  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:Cir  

                          MOOD                         RESIDUE   

  

10c  

and  his mom  was  shocked  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

10d  

because  she                     knew  the head band  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                        MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

11a  

after that  she          asked  Sangkuriang    about that  

Adju:conti  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

  

11b  

and  he                tell  the story  

Adjunct:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

12a  
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she  is   so disappointed  

subject  finite  predicator  

                            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12b  

because  he  is  her son  

Adju:continu  subject  finite  predictaor  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

12c  

and  she  did not  accept  his proposal  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD                        RESIDUE  

  

13a  

meanwhile  Sangkuriang   doesn‟t  want  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

                               MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

13b  

he             force  Sumbi  to with him  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:Cir  

                    MOOD                             RESIDUE   

  

14a  

Sumbi                    gave  him  requirement  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  adjunct  

                          MOOD                              RESIDUE   

  

14b  

he  has to  make  boat  before 

morning  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:circ  

                      MOOD                              RESIDUE   

  

15a  

and  Sangkuriang              agreed  it  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                            

MOOD  

          RESIDUE   

  

15b  

and  He                  started  to make it  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  
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MOOD  

                  RESIDUE  

  

16a  

after  the boat  almost             finish  

Adjuc:conti  subject  Finite:mood  finite  predicator  

                                              MOOD   RESIDUE  

16b  

Sumbi                  made  it  Fail by getting up 

the rooster  

subject  finite  Predicator  complement  Adju:Circu  

                          MOOD                                  RESIDUE  

  

16c  

and  the morning                come  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

                                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

17a  

because of that  Sangkuriang  was  angry  

Adjunct:conti  subject   finite  predicator  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

17b  

and  he           kicked  the boat  

Adju:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD            RESIDUE  

  

17c  

and  suddenly  the boat           change  

Adju:conj  Adju:comment  subject  finite  predicator  

                            MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

17d  

and  it                    become  Tangkuban perahu 

mountain  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                      MOOD                RESIDUE  

  

  

  

Transitivity process of narrative text written by student MS  

Toba Lake  
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1a.   

Once upon 

time  

there          lived  handsome man  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                  MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

1b  

His name  is  Batara Guru  

subject  finite   predicator  

                                          MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

1c  

he                     like  Fishing  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                       MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

2  

One day  he                went  to river to 

caught (catch) 

the fish  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                            MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

3a  

in the river  he                  got  a fish  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                             MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

3b  

and  it  can  talk  

Adju:conju  subject  Finite:modal  predicator  

                             MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

3c  

He  was  shocked  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                       MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

4a  

He                   brought  to home  

subject  finite  predicator  Adjuct:cir  

                                       MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

4b  

and  He  didn‟t  kill  the fish  

Adju:conju  subject  finite  predicator  complement  
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                       MOOD                    RESIDUE  

  

5a  

After that  the fish         changed  as beautiful girl  

Adjunct:continu  subject  finite  predicator  Adjuc:circ  

                         MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

5b  

Batara  Was  very happy and shocked  

subject  finite  predicator  

                      MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

6a  

The fish           wanted  to marry him  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:cir  

                            MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

6b  

and  Batara         wanted  to do it too  

Adju:cir  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Cir  

                       MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

6c  

And  he                promise  to not talk it to the 

people  

Adju:Circ  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Circ  

  

7a  

After that  they               married  

Adju:conti  subject  finite  predicator  

                                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

7b  

and  they             live  happily  

Adju:conjuc  subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Comple  

                            MOOD    RESIDUE  

  

8a  

One day  they             got  a daughter  

Adjuc:cir  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                             MOOD         RESIDUE  

  

  

  

8b  

and  He             loved  her  
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Adju:Cir  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                            MOOD          RESIDUE  

  

9a  

One day  the 

daughter  

        made  him  angry  

Adju:Cir  subject  finite  predicator  complement  Adju:Circ  

                  MOOD                           RESIDUE  

  

9b  

and  He  was  so angry  

Adju:Cir  subject  finite  predicator  

                                MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

9c  

and  He  cannot  control  emotion  

Adju:Cir  subject  Finite:modal  predicator  complement  

                          MOOD                 RESIDUE  

  

 10a  

He                 shouted  angrily  

subject  finite  predicator  Adju:Circ  

                                          MOOD              RESIDUE  

  

10b  

And  He                        say  the word fish  

Adju:circ  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                     MOOD             RESIDUE  

  

11a  

the daughter                     crying (cries)  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                         MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

11b  

and  She                 told  to her mom  

Adju:Circ  Subject  finite  predicator  Adju:circ  

                            MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

11c  

and  his wife  is  very angry  

Adjuc:conju  subject  finite  predicator  

                              MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

11d  

because  He              broke  the promise  
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Adju:Contui  Subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD                     RESIDUE  

  

12a  

suddenly  the earth            began  shaking  

Adjuc:Comment  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                            MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

12b  

and  Volcano   erupt  

Adjun:conj  subject  finite   predicator  

                                         MOOD   RESIDUE  

  

13a  

finally  the earth             becomes  big hole  

Adju:complete  subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                           MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

13b  

people                       believe  that  

subject  finite  predicator  complement  

                                      MOOD           RESIDUE  

  

13c  

It   is  Toba lake  

subject  finite  predicator  

                                        MOOD  RESIDUE  

  

  

  

  

Transitivity Process of narrative text written by student VHJ  

Toba Lake  

  

1a  
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1 

  

2 

  

2 

  

3a  

One day  he  go 

(goes)  

to rice field  

Circ:time  Actor    Circ:location  

  

3b  

  

Long time ago  there  is   a man  

Cric:time  Proc:existential     exist  

b  
   

he   came   from north Sumatra  

actor   Proc:material   Circ:place  

a  

   

he   lives   alone  

actor   Proc:material   Circ:manner  

b  
   

he   is    single  

carrier    Proc:relational:attributive   attribute  
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3 

  

3 

  

4 

  

4 

  

  

5a  

At home  He  put  Fish  into a bucket  

Circ:location  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  Circ:place  

  

5b  

  

and   He  want (wants)   to get the fish  

   Senser  Proc:mental   Phenomenon:act  

c  
   

until    He  arrived  

    Actor  Proc:material  

d  

   

he    got   fish  

actor    Proc:material   goal  

a  
   

He    was   surprised  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive   attribute  

b  

   

and  After that  he  go (goes)  home  

  Circ:time  actor  Proc:material  Cir:location  
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5 

  

6a  

A few days letter  the fish  changed  

Cir:time  Actor  Proc:material  

  

6b  

  

He   was  shocked  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

c  
   

because  the fish  told   to him  

  Sayer  Proc:verbal   receiver  
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7 

  

7 

  

7 

  

7 

It    become  beautiful girl  

Actor    Proc:material  goal  

a  

   

when    the man  went   home  

Circ:time    Actor  Proc:material   Circ:location  

b  
   

He    was   surprised  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive    attribute  

c  

   

because   There  is  a woman  at his home  

   Proc:existensial    exist  Circ:location  

d  
   

and  He   doesn‟t  see   the fish  

  Senser    Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

a  

 

then   The woman  talk  to him  

   Sayer  Proc:verbal  receiver  

b  
 

I    am  that fish  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  
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8 

  

8 8c  

and  She  want  to married with 

him  

  Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:act  

  

8d  

  

8 

  

8 

  

9 

and  the man  want   it  

  Senser  Proc:mental   Phenomenon:simple  

e  

   

but   the woman   asked   him  

   sayer     Proc:verbal   receiver  

f  
      

to keep       the 

secret 
  

Proc:material       goal   

a  

      

After     they   married  

Circ:time     actor   Proc:material  

b  
      

They     got    a child  

Actor    Proc:material    Goal  
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9 

  

9c  

they  love  that child  

Senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:fact  

  

10a  

One day   the child   was  naughty  

Circ:time   Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

10b  

    

and  that man   was  angry  

  carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  attribute  

10c  
    

He     said   

Sayer     Proc:verbal   

10d  

    

The child   Is   a 

fish 
  

Carrier   Proc:relational:attributive  Attribute  

  

  

11a  

The child  carried  

Behaver  Proc:behavioural  

  

11b  

and  the child  run  to her mom  

  Actor  Proc:material  Goal  

  

11c  

and   told   It  

   Proc:verbal   Verbiage  

12a   
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Her mom    was    Angry  

Carrier    Proc:relational:attributive    Attributive  

12b  
    

And    the woman   prayed  

    Actor     Proc:material  

12c  
     

and    Suddenly   the rain   came  

   Circ:manner   Actor   Proc:material  

12d  
     

and   the house   become   a big hole  

   Goal   Proc:material   Goal  

  

13a  

The people  recognize  it  

senser  Proc:mental  Phenomenon:simple  

  

13b  

and  It  is  toba lake  

  Carrier  Proc:relational:attributeive  Attribute  

  

  

  

  

  


